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Abstract

This paper reviews'a broad spectrum of methodologies pertinent to ,

studies of schooling effects. Methodological issues and problems are

addressed according to a three-dimensional conceptual framework consist-

ing Of: (1) indicators of schooling effects, (2) study approaches, and

(3) units of analysis. Problems and uses of status attainment and dif-

ference scores as indicators of schooling effects are discussed first.

Study approaches to schooling effects are divided into two broad cate-

gories; experimental and nonexperimental. Methodological issues re-
,

lated to the experimental approaches are discussed in relation to two

types of designs: experimental group only designs'and control group

designs. Problems related to the nonexperimental approaches are re-

viewed according to: partitioning of explained variance, comparison of

regression coefficients, nonlinear regression methods and causal

models. Issues and problems related to the units of_analysis are

presented by contrasting two positions: that data should be analyzed

at the individual student level, and that data should be analyzed at the

classroom, school or district level. A third position has e erged:.

that multilevel'analyses should be per ormed because se.Doling effects

might result from many sources at many different levels. Finally, some

methodologieal trends are identified_and their_implications for further

schooling effects studies are briefly considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale studies on student achievement (and secondary analyses

thereof) concerned with the relative affects of schools, programs,

and/or teachers have consistently yielded findings that challenge-even

our most cherished beliefs about the impact of education in America

(Averch, Carroll Donaldson, Riesling, & Pincus, 1972; Circirelli,

Cooper, 6 Granger, 1969; Coleman Campbell, Hobson, Heartland Mood,

Weinfeld & York, 1966; Heath & Nielson, 1974; Jencks, Smith, Acland,

Bane Cohen, Gintis, Heyns, & Michelson, 1972; and Mayeske, Wisler,

Beaton Weinfeld, Cohen, Okada, Proshek, & Tabler, 1969). Howeve

critics of these studies, such as Cain and Watts (1970), Campbell and

Erlebacher (1970), Guthrie (1973), and Hanushek and.Kain (1972),

ask: Are the results of thesestudies.truly reflective of our:
_

schooling efforts, or are they at least partly artifacts of the researck,

methodologies used by behavioral and/or social scientists.as they study

schooling effeCts?

It is instructive to examine what several educational researchers

-have had to say in response to such a question. Cain and Watts indicated .

that "the analytical part of the Coleman Report has such methodological

hortcomings that it offers little policy, guidance" (p. 228). In a

scholarly critique of the Westinghouse/Ohio University study of ompensa-

tory education, Campbell and Erlebacher concluded: "It is tragic that

the social experiment evaluation most cited by presidents, most influen-
_

.

tial in government decision making, should have contained such a mis-

leading bias" (p. 203). As to the assignment of blame, they responded:



"In this instance, the failu 4ame from the inadequacies of the social

science methodological community (including education, psychology, eco-

nomics, and sociology) which as a population WAX not ready for this task"

(p. 204). Herriott and Muse (1973) believe that 'we currently lack both

the conception and methodological tools essential for an unambiguous

attribution of educational effects among competing explanatory variables"

(p. 231). And Cronbach (1976), in a paper extmining alternative ways

of analyzing data, expressed his deeply felt concerns about methodology

currently in use in educational research:

1. The majority of studies of educational effects--whether

classroom experiments, or evaluation of programs, or

surveys--have collected and analyzed data in ways that

conceal-more than they reveal. The established methods

have generated false conclusions in many studies.

2. The traditional research strategy--pitting substantive

hypotheses against a null hypothesis and requiring stat-

ist.ical significance of effects--can rarely be used in

edircational research. Samples large enough to detect

strong but probabilistic effects are likely to be pro-

hibitively costly. (p. 1)

Such critiques have stimulated researchers to consider carefully

the advantages and disadvantages of employing one method over another,

and have called attention to the need for methodologies that can be

employed as 'alternatives to established practice. The use of

.".commonality analysis' (Momd, 1971) in the Instructional Dimensions



Study (Brady, Clinton, Sweeney, Peterson, & Poyner, 1977), of

"path analysis" (Blalock, 1964; Duncan, 1966; Werts & Linn, 19701);

Wright, 1921) in the Beginning Teachers Evaluation Study, Phase Il

.(HcDonald & Elias, 1976) 'and of "polynomial regression 'analyses"

(Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Fisher, 1925; Kerlinger & Pidhazur, 1973;

Pearson, 1905) in the Follow Through Classroom Process Measurement

and Pupil Growth Study (Soar &Sear 1972) shows several of the more recent

attempts to make use of more appropriate research methodologies in

schooling effects studies. The Horst, Tallmadge and Wood (1975)

paper, developed I.. an attempt to improve the methodology used

in the evaluation of educational programs.in Title I, has had an im-

pact well beyond its relatively limited goals, and is yet anothet .

example of the petential u efulness of endeavors such as this.

Purposes

Thu major purposes for th.is review and synthesis effort are:

(1). to examine issues and problems associated with methodologies per"-

tinent to research on.schooling.effects, (2) te can attention to

recent developments in relevant research methodology, and (3) to

describeseneral methodological trends in the study of schooling

effects! It is anticipated that the knowledge bases established here

will facilitate efforts to select and utilize methodologies that will

-be effectiw and feasible-for-providingfeedback to_develppers

technology ,lesigned to assist practitioners to identify and e*ploit



opportunitiek for improvImg instruction and its putcomes.

Methods and Procedures

An tal Schema,

The sheer number and richness of medinds employed to study school
k,

ing effects represented both a_blessing an4,Curse to the rel7iewer4;

there was no lack of methodological areas to explore but seemingly no

simple way by which discussions of those topftwcould be organized.

In the process of seeking ways to develop aft orgInizational framework

for this review, it proved useful to assume that extant methodologies

could be located in a.multidimensional space; that is they could be

charactetized by a limited set of dimensions or facet (Perkins, 1977;/

Willems, 1969). Facet design, as vieWed by Runkel:an McGrath (1972),

"is a way of laying out a domain for research it s ecifies thejimits

of the domain and the presumed ordering of its parts" (p./20).

The descriptive space shown in Figure I i designed,to represent

both the doMain of interest (i.e., research ethodologies4sertinent to

f"

-schooling effects studies) and the organ ational/Schema by which the

review is ordered and delimited. 'The hree diSplayed facets, that is,

indicators ofschooling effects, s dy approaches, and-units el analysis,

/.

answer, respectively, theSe qUe ions: :What? How? Which analytic

uniti _Section II of this r iew deals with issues And problems related

--to the indicators of sc oling efecta, that is _the_'.3.41140'

issues and problems a ed to/study approadhe 'in research on

diMensiP4......
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Figure 1. Organizational schema for reviewing research methodolo-
gies pertinent to the study of schooling effects...



schooling effects or the "how?" dimension, are discussed in Section

III. In Section IV are found discussions of issues and problems re-

lated to the unf: of analysis and tte analysis,of multilevel data in

studies of schooling effects, that is, the "which analytic unit?"

dimention. A final section contains a review of methodological trends

and a brief discussion of ihe implications that existing methodologies

have for researchers in the design and conduct of schooling effects

studies.

Search Delimitations

Porter and MeDaniels (1974) have convincingly argued that design

and measurement issues are equally as important to consider in school-

ing effects studies as they are in educational research in general.

Despite this a variety of practical constraints prevents the authors

from dealing with both design and measurement issues in this paper.

This is not meant to suggest that one area is more important than the

other, but merely that the authors have chosen to focus on one and

not the other. The present review, therefore, concentrates almost

exclusively upon issues of design and statistical analysis.

In addition, the amount of literature related to research method-

s-,

ologies was so great that it became absolutel ecessary not only td

limi. this review to the domain of interest (as defined by Figure 1),

but also to be highly selective in its treatment. Sone of the issues

discussed in the later sections are briefly described in the paragraphs

below and are accompanied by remarks of a delimiting nature.

L.4

se

sat



Indicators of schooling

is to be measured in studies

dealt with from at least two

What are schooling effects?

resolution of such political

effects. The question of what it is that

concerned with schooling effects can be

aspects. One might for example ask:

.0"

It is the authors'-intent to leave the

and philosophical problems to others;

nevertheless, it is necessary to point out that schooling effects

studies have mainly been concerned with examining the effects of

schooling on "immediate" student-outcomes, such as student achieve-

ment in the basic skills areas. This historical concern is reflected

in this paper. A second question that can be asked' from a method-

ological standpoint is: What kinds

as indicators of schooling eftects? This paper e..amines two major

f measurement3 should-be used

indicators of schooling effects: (1) status attainment or outcomes

(i.e., effects measured at a, single point in time) and (2) differences

(i.e. , effects resulting from differences between measurements occurring

at two points in time or between observed and predicte4 outcomes).

Study aoroaches in research on schooling effects. Perhaps the

mo t crucial methodological question is: How should schooling effects

be studied?' In responding to this issue we distinguish, as did

Cronbach (1957), between two major study approaches: the experimental

and the correlational (or nonexperimental). Discussed under the

experimental category (Which encompasses pre-experimental, true

experimental, and auasirqxperimental designs) are ff experimental-group-

only designs" and "control-group designs." A variety of correlational



type approaches to research is discussed under the nonexperimental

category. Also discussed briefly are efforts to combine'the expert-

mental and nonexperimental approaches.

The'descriptive case study approach will be excluded from this

..partic tar review since ethnographic methodology.suited for the study of

schooling effects is so different from the main.thrust of this paper that

its inclusion may be distractive more than beneficial.

I/

Units of analysis. Methodological Issues related to the units of

analysis (and levels of data aggregation) facet are presented by con-

trasting two types of analytic units; that is units at the individual

student (or noncollective) level and units at the collective level

(e.g., classrooms school's, school districts). Additional discussion

deals with the analysis pf multilevel data. Not discussed are methdd-

ologies used for analyzing data from studies involving single students

groups (i.e., n 1 or one-shot case studies).. .

Search Strategy

In keeping with the need to economize time and resources for this

investigation, the lite ature search began with an examination of

relevant articl s appearing in recent volumes of the Review

Educational Research and the Review of Research in Education. This

initial step rest4ted in a list of methodological topics tirom which

an outline was generated. Key papers and reports related to each topi-

eel-area were then identified,-obtained rex*wed_ _ and _annotated._

Treated az ztkcy literature" were those pape s or dports; (1) in which



1/ methods or'ideas listed on the topical outline were originally proposed.,

(2) that were related to methods used in major and/or controversial

studies, or (3) that puggested new directions and approaches. Addi-

tikt!al references were examined,depending upon the nature of their

citation in the key literature.and upon the recommendations of a panel

of external reviewers. A final reorganization of the topical outline

was helped'hy.comments from .this same panel of experts.



II. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS RELATED TO

INDICATORS OF SCHOOLINC EFFECTS

itesearcti can be construed as the process of seeking relationships

between variables (Gage, I976a). This, of course, is also true of

schooling effects.research. All such studies, by definition, are con-

,

cerned with the exploration of relationships between independent and

dependent variables which represent, yespectively, the ,'effectants" and

the "effects" of schooling. From the meapurement point of view, one

can distinguish between two major types of dependent variables: "status

attainment or,outcomes" and "differences." Status attainment or outcomes

indicators are measures of effect taken at a particular moment in time.

Differences indicators or scores representing degrees of discrepancies be-

tween two measurements on the same scale can 'be subdivided into scores

derived from differences between measures taken.at two different points in

time and scores representing differences between observed and predicted

outcomes. Issues and problems related to these indicators of schooling

effects are discussed below. A final section summarizes this knowledge
v,

base and reviews the advantages and disadvantages of both types of

indicators.

Status Attainment or_ Outcomes as

-Indicators of Schooling Effects

All measurements taken on a student at a single point in time are

to be regarded as indicators ok status attaihMent-br-ioutcoMes-

eta



-

A major class of schooling effects studies that employs indicators

of status attainment or outcomes is educational aisesstent progcans.

Programs or studies such as the IEA studies (e.g., Couber & Keeves,

1973; PurVes. 1973; Thorndike, 1973), the National Assessment of

Educational Progress program (e.g., NAEP, 1974), and the Educational

Quality Assessmedt pr. EQA program (e.g., Pennsylvania Department of

Education, 1973) use status attainment data.

Current efforts to establish minimal competency levels as a pre-

requisite to graduation (Madaus & Airasian, 1977; Pipho 1977) re-

present another example of the use of status attainment indicators

to assess schooling effect. A more complex example is the tradition-

al dependenee on class standing; grade point average, and scores on'

entrance examination as the basis for admission to college.

Finally, studies of long-term scheoling effects on such non-

cognitive vaxiables'as occupational Status and income have also in-
,

volved the collection of status attainment data (e.g., VAgerlind, 1975;

Flanagan.& Cooley, 1966; Flanagan, Dailey, Shaycoft Gorham, Orr,

& Goldberg, 1964; Jencks et al. 1972).

_Difference Scores as Indicators of Schooling Effects

An *cores .representing.degrees00'of,discrepancies_between two

measure ents on the same scale Are to be, regarded as:indicators o

. differences& Two major types of difference indicators that is,.

Change or gain scores and residual scores, are discussed in this

section.



Change as Indicators of SchoolinA Effects

In educational research, schooling effects f equently are eval-

uated on the basis of the amount of change in those observable student

behaviors thought attributable to the school, program, teacher, or some

combination thereof (e.g.,,McDonald & Almost,all of the

existing schooling effects studies have been designed to examine the

immediate effects of schooling ged, for purposes of analysis, have

utilized adjusted or unadjusted change scores derived from calculating

differences in pretest to posttest performance (Type A Change scores).

In contrast, the few studies that have researChed after-sehool effects

(or what arnqvist (1977) refers to as the 'enduring-effects of school-

ing") have, again for purposes of analysis, utilized change scores

hut as deriVed from ca7.c4lating differences in posttest-1 to posttest-2

perfOrmanee.(Type B change scoees). Typ A change scores measure

learning:(and/or "growth ); Type B chan e scores assess retention and/

or "conceptual modification").

,
Discussions below are concerned with issues and problems tradi-

tionally related to Type A change scores and will follow quite closely

in topical coverage Linn and Slinde's (1977) compreheneive review

article entitled, "The Determination of. the Bignificance of Change

Between Pre- and,Posttesting Periods." The two types of change,scoreso

reviewed here include: first, "raw change" (or 'difference") scores

and, second"estl ated_true_change." These discussions are folio

by a short section dealing with Type B change score issuea.

ed

S.
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Raw change 4cores. The simple.rew change _or difference_score is'
_ .

"the most natural measure of Change from one point in tint to another"

(Linn & Slinde, 1977, p. 122). Swiamers would be interested in assess-

ing the difference between pretraining speed and speed after some

amount of training; golfers, on the other hand, would be concerned with

-the number of strokes they were able to take off their game as a

consequence of being coached by the club professional. The raw change

score obviously is quite easy to calculate, but this simplicity belies

'the methodological complexities associated with its uee.

lbere are several major areas of concern related te raw Change

scores. One serious problem with the use of raw change scores is that

they typically are negatively correlated with the pretest (Bereiter,

1963; Linn & Slinde, 1977; Thorndike, 1966). This dependency relation-

ship is more commonly referred to as he problem of regression toward

the mean (Guilford, 1954; Herriott & Msei 1973; Marcus, Keesling, Rose,

& Trent, 1972). Am implication of this problem is that students with

low pretest s'cores are more likely to Obtain large positive gains, while

students w th high pretest scores are less likely to do the'same and

perhaps show a loss.

Bereiter (1963) correctly indicates that "some kind of correction

is called for" (g. 3). However, he also notes that attempts to correct

for the regressicm toward the mean eftect have,led to what he calls the

"under-correction over-correction dilemma.", He referred to Garside's

(1956) article in which three methods of solving for the regression

13

I

,
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of gains on inipial scores were studied. Garside's results were in-

consistent; that is, with one method the regression estimate increased

as the correlation between pretest and posttest increased, with another

it decreased and the ehird method was indifferent to this correlation.

^In another instance, Campbell and Erlebacher (1970) succinctly illus-

trated how biased adjustments could make the gains for one group

look larger in relation to gains fer other groups. Sudh results,

'they suggest, usually will occur when groups are constituted in sueh

a way that the pretest scores for the groups are significantly

different fram one another, as is the case in many quasi-experimental

studies.

It.can be noted that researchers generally agtee that none of the

offered alternatives made to correct for biases resulting from re-

gression effects provide a fully satisfactory solution to the problem

(e.g.I Cronbach &_Furhy:, 197(); Linn & Slinde, 1977).

Another problem with raw cbange scores is unreliability (Bereiter,

.1963; Linn & Slinde1977;.Lord, 1963). 'Linn and Slinde have illesr-

trated vividly that the reliability of raw change scores is a function

r

_hotip of the reliability of the pretest and.posttest and of their, inter-

--correlation. Raw change score reliability increases as the re-

liability of the pretest and .posttest increases, but decreases as

their intercorrelation increases.

,Linn and ,Slinde (1977) indicate that one implication of the un-

reliability of ra.44.. change or "difference" scores is that "it is quite



risky to make any important decisions about individuals on the basis

of gains from pre- to posttesting periods" (p. 124). To determine

the trust one should have in rase Change scores and thereby, to reduce

risks, Lord (1963) has redommended the computation of.the correlation

between observed dhange and true dhange, or between estimated true

'change and true dhange, or. both. He indicated that this estimate

..should be calculated prior to analysis prOppr to be jure that the

observed dhange scores are not simply the result of random fluctuation's

or so obscured by random fluctuations as not to be worthy of analysis.

.
Bereiter (063), in an attempt to improve the reliability of the.

raw change score, introduced the "change item" doncept and proTdure.

The change item wal defined 'as an item that is adMinistered to the

same person on two occasi ns and scored directly for direction and

perhaps amount,of change", (p. 10), The procedure produces as a

brproduct, a lowered intercorre ation between, thejiretest and post7

test while perhaps even raising the reliability of each. It follows

that a possible outcome of using this procedure would be an increase

inthe reliability of the raw change score.

The very notion of increasing the reliability of the raw change

score by decreasing the intercorrelation of the pretest and posttest

raisea another issue that Bereiter refe s to as the "unreliability-

invalidity,dileMma." The dilemara posits that an increase in the re-

liability of the raw change score brought about by,.a decrease in the

pretest-posttest intercorrelation also tends to Lower the validity .

of the measure itself that is, because of low intercorrelation, the



same instrument
administered as a p etest and posttest may be said to

be measuring different things. Despite the above, Bereiter believes

that the use of the change item practice is an admissible one for in-

creasing the reliability of raw change scores.

Two other issues which are corollaries to the taw change score

problems mentioned above seem worthy of note.. First the correlation

of a raw change score with another variable that is in part a function

of the p etest or posttest.is because the same errors of measurement

"are present in both quantities being correlated, usually considered

spurious (Lord, 1963). When raw change scores are correlated with the

pretest, a spurious negative correlation usually is obtained.

Second, unreliability has the effect of attenuating correlations

(Lord, 1963). The implicati n of this is that correlatiOns involving

a.rachange seore having low reliability will tend to he quite low.

=Linn and-Slinde (1977) noted that this is rather a discouraging impli-

cation for educatipnal researchers interested in finding correlates of

_change.

Estimated true chance,scores. An alternative approach to that

of the raw change score is to estimate true" change, that is, the

change that would obtaili if there were no error of measurement (Lirin

Siinde, Asconceived of by Lora (19,5b 198, 1963) and by

McNemar (1958); t ue change may be estimated by using multiple re-

gression procedures based on estimates of reliabilities of the



pretest and posttest their variances, and their covariance. The Lord-

McNemar argument was extended by Cronbach and Furby (1970) in an attempt

"to get a still better estimate" (p. 68). By distinguishing, as did

Stanley (1967), between independent and linked measures (i.e. ones with .

correlated errors) and by suggesting the use of other available measures

as predictors, Cronbach and Furby substantially advanced methodological

theory in this area.

Cronbach and Furby suggested that a more precise estimate of the

true score could be obtained by adding one or more available measures

to the least squares estimation. In a study of this issue Markel and

Martin (1973) found that the precision of an extended pretest estimator

of true ehaage is an increasing function of the correlation between

true change and the true score on the additional measures. More recently,

ratsuoka (1975) d composed tho squared multiple-g of the least-square

estimate of true- core difference into the reliability of the difference

score and the increMent due to other predictors, wbich is always non-

,

negative. Therefore, adding predictors increases the precision of es-
_ ,

The distinction made by Cronbach and Fufby between linked and in-

dependent,measures led to the development of different formulas for

estimating the reliabilities of raw change scores and true change.
.4.

The fortulas likewise require that a distinction be made between

linked and.independent pretest-pesttgat correlations. In a study

Cronbachland Furby'e'reasening, Marks and Martin (1973) found that,

as predicted, the magnitude of the correlations between true change



and pretest trae scores had a pronounced effect upon the precision

of true change estimation. They also noted an analogue to Bereiter's

(1963) unreliability-invalidity dilemma in respect to true change

estimation. It was their suggestion that "as a general rule of thumb,

the investigator computing true gain estimates should employ only test

ferns with'reliabilities in excess of .85 and especially so if the

true gain-initial true score correlation is expected or found to

be .70 or less" (p. 190).

An estimated true change score has some advantages over a raw

.change score. For one, the reliability of the estimated true change

score is as large as or larger than the reliability of a raw change

score (Iatsuoka, 1975). In addition, Lord (1963) has empirically

shown that when estimated true change scores are used in lieu of raw

change scores persons with relatively high pretest scores are more
. . _

likely to be among those with, large gains. The estimated true change

scores, therefore, obviate the objection that raw change scores tend

to favor persons w th low pretest scores (i.e., the regression effect).

Tie Enduring_ Effects of Schooling

Only a small number of studies 'have been concerned with Type B

ange_scores and even fewer with "after-schooling" effects in the

cognitive domain (e.g. Diffillof, 1960; Harnqvist, 1048) --rnqv.st (1977),

while rightfully indicating that this is a neglected area in education-.

al research,.alse cau0ons.J4P.researcher against the use of repeated



measurements:

I. It is not easy to retrieve information even if it is there,
somewhere in the long-term store. In a long-postponed
measurement of retention, more and different types of cues

are likely to be needed, and therefore a repeated measure-

ment with the same instrument. . . directly after learning

is not very informative or fair.

2. Since information is not just stored away until it is re-

trieved, but undergeedlualitative changes in the meantime,
other things are likely to come out from the store than
those originally put in, and such changes are not juat
distortions by a faulty.memory. but might very well be im-

provements also.
;

For both reasons a quantitative measurement of gains and

losses over time is likely to be misleading. Only on a
superficial operational level is there a difference between

two comparable things, (p. 9)

Residuals as Indicators of Schooling Effects

Tie residual score, obtained by subtracting the .predicted cri-

terion. score from the corresponding observed score (DuBois, 1957),

has been widely used in recent schooling effect studies (e.g.,

McDonald & Elias, 1976; Scar, 1973). Residualizing removes from the

criterion store the portion that could have been predicted linearly,

from predictors or covariates. The residual score, therefore, has a

zero correlation with the covariate and consequently does not give an

advantage.to persons with certain values on the eovariate measures

(Linn & Slinde 1977).

Residual scores. To avoid confusion, one should distingeish

between two types of residual scores that-differ according to'the



nature of the predictors used in computing predicted criterion scores.

In one case, predictors are obtained from measures othr than

criterion measures and in the other case, the same measures are

repeatedly used in determining beth the predictor and criterion measures

(i.e., pretest-posttest). The Latter type of seore is often

called the "residual gain score." Cronbach and Furby (1970) have

the opinion that the residual score is FOt a corrected measure

'of gain. It is, they'say, "primarily a way of singling out individuals

who changed more (or less) than expected" (p. 24).

The first type of residual score was used in the schooling

effects studies of yer (1970) and Astin and Fanos (1966). In contrast,

Soar (1973) and *Donald and Elias (1976) used the so-called "residnal

Oin score" in their investigations of process-product relationS.

With residual scores the effects of co.Ariates have been partialled

out from the criterion variables, yet the residual score still has the

same unreliability proh as does the raw change. Lina and Slinde

f/977) showed that residual score reliability was a fun tion of the

reliability pi pretesu and posttest scores and of their intercorre-

lations._ Although the reliability coefficients of residual scores-

ire somewhat better than those of the corresponding raw change scores,

thvy were still small whenever the correlation of pretest and posttest

scorei;.; was large. The same cautions, therefore, that held.for the .un-

reliability of raW change scores Must also.apply to residual scores.

A d, si the problem of unreliability prevails with the residua/
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scores, researchers are warned to correct for attenuation when computing

partial correlations as well (Bereiter, 1963; Linn 6 Werts, 1973).

True residual gain scores. It has been noted that raw change or

gain is to true gain as risidual gain is to true residual gain. This

relationship was used by Tucker, Damarin, and Messick (1966) in their

attempt to draw atteltion to the "true residual gain" score which they

referred to as a "basefree measure of change." They proposed to divide

the true gain score into two components, one entirely dependant on

the true score of the first, or baseline test, and one entirely in-

dependent of it (i.e., a true predicted gain and a true residual gain).

Tucker et al. (1966) developed equations for estimating both of these

components. 'However, Cronbach and Furby (1970) correctly criticized the r

proposals and in the process demonstrated a better way to estimate

the true residual gain.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of. Status Attainment

and Differences as Indicators of Schoo1in Effects

Arguments for and against the use of status attainment or

diff,erent indicator- in schooling effects studies are many and varied.

And, as is often the case,,arguments for one are based on arguments

against the other. For exapple, in opposing the use of change measures,

Cr nbach and Furby (1970) suggested tbat if one is tasting the-null

hypotheais that two treatmenis have the same effect, 'the essential-

question is whether posttest average scorda-(1.t.,'status.attainment-
._.,

or outcome scores) vary from group to group. They found no occasion



in which the change score should be estimated in educational research

and concluded: 'It appears that investigators Whd ask questions re-

garding gain scores would ordinarily be better gdvised to frame their
4

question in other ways" (p. 57). Linn and Slinde (1977).,concurred;

"The virtues.in doing so lin measuring change] are hard to find.

Major disadvantages in use of change scores are that ihey tend to

conceal conceptual diffiCulties and they.can give misleading results"

(p. 147). Linn and Slinde, following Cronbach and Furby, further

recommended tha, 'where appropriate,.regression analyses
1

that treat

the pretest no differently from other independent variables (or pre-
.

dictors) and the posttest as the dependentevsriable, avoid many of the

difficulties that are introduced by gain scores" (p. 148).

In contrast some methodologists hold the opinion,that the

task for the researcher is not to eliminate the use of differences as

indicators of effect, but rather to find ways to minimize thei,roblems

their use cr ates. Bereiter -(1963), for one, has described a number

of ways by which problems associated with difference scores can be
I.

reduced. lt is his argument that: (1) unreliibility in pretest scores

should be corrected before posttest scores are regressed on pre-,

test scores, (2) the meaningfulness of change scores does not depend ,

on a test's measuring "the same thing" on Ok0 occasions'; and

(3) measuring changes directly as subjective dimensions which do not

neeessaray have underlying physical continua is the only way' that

permits interpretable comparisons between changes on psychological
t.

dimenslons for individuals with different initial standingsa



In attempts to minimize further problems with difference

indicators, researcheTs have developed better ways of estimatini true

change and true residual change (e.g., Cron6ieh & Furby, 1970;

O'Connor, 1972) and have found- that the use of'group memberahip in-

dt

formation treated as a dummy variable in.a regression analysis improves

the fairness of the estimatora (Lord, 19E6; McNemar, 1975).

In the opinion.Of the authors of this reView, it is not yet

possible to study the schoolittifects th4t concern educators most

without sometimes
resorting to the analysis of differences. Despite

their limitalINns there are specifiable conditions when the analysis

of difference scores is' more appropriate than'the analysis of status

attainment or outcome spores. The remainder of this section is uced

io describe the
conditions of Use for the.two major categories of

indicators of effect and to discuss the relative advantages and

disadvantages of each.

S atus Attainment or Outcome Indicators of Effect

n schooling effects studies, measurements taken at a single

point in time, usually after-some intervention has taken place, are

referred to as status pttainment or outcome indicators.

--Conditions of use.- Status.attainment
eir_outtome measurements

are appropriate indicators of schooling effects when: (1) initial

---student-diff.dtencre
expected. toihave little or nobesring on

:later status or outComes (e.g., studies of long:term effects and.



a

mastery programs); (2) initial student differences On crucial

variables have been controlled (for example, by rendoM assignment

of students to treatment conditions); and (3) there is no intent to

attribute sehooling effects sp cally io schopls, programs, and/or

teacheri (e.g., state assessment programs).

Relative advantages. Status attainment or outcome m'easurements

generally-are easier to collett, store and process in respect to other

types of measurements. If initial student differences on crucial

variables are satisfactorily controlled, then the test of differences

between treatment conditions on posttest indicators is straightforward

and'easy to interpret.

Relativec., In most educational settings, it is

diffieult to controLfor initial student differences and as a

Consequence, it is uot possible to attribute meaningful schpoling

effects specifically to schools treatments, and/or teachers. This

Is an especially sebsitive issue for those interested in short-term

--&-ocess-product research. Randomization, frankly, does not always

work, and even when it doeS, there is no guarantee that selective

attrition may npt occur later:on to bias the results.

Status attainment or outcome measureients are also affecte'd

adversely by test unreliability.

.procedure_is_to select reliable measures in advance._

The most effective corrective



Difference Indicators of Effect

In schooling effects studies, adjusted or unadjusted scores

representing differences between measurements taken at two points,

in time, with the interval usually being filled by some intervention

strategy, are referred to as "change" or "gain" indicators. .Adjusted

or Unadjusted Acores representing differences betWeen predicted and

observed Ifasurements are referred to as "residual' indicators.

Change and residual indicators have been treated in this paper as

subcategories of "differences" indicators and in the discussion to

follow, will be distinguished only when warranted.

Conditions of use. The analysis of differences is appropriate

when the researcher, anticipates that initial student differences cannot

be fully controlled and will thus influence outcomes in ways that

wi l prevent a c4ear interpretation of ausality. Theinfluenceof

initial student differences on such short-term effects as reading and

'mathematics achievement is usually considerable and serves as an examlle

of the approp iate use of differences asindicators of effect, Dif-
K)

ference indicators may als be appropriately used in relatively long-
,'

term studies. In this regard, Sta11ings and Kaskowitz (1974) report

that the degree of the regreSsion effects can drastically be reduced

in a longitudinal study.

ar



Relative adventageA. The Use of difference scores 'emits_

researchers tu statistically controle(as best they may) initial

student differences.

Relative disadvantages. "Because differences scores are derived

from two potentially fallible measurements, they are usually unre-

liable. :When differences between repeated meaSurements are'calculated,

they,are likely to be affected by.the phenomenon known as regression

toward the mean.. In attempting to correct for the effects of re-

gression taward.the mean, the researcher will usually be faced with

the so-called oVer-correctionfunder-cortection dilemma. This problem

was discussed earlier.

-In addition to the above difference seores are more difficult

and costly to camej)y. And, while the raw gain score is relatively

easy .to calculate the ramiuinvtypes:of difference scores are much

more difficult to derive.

Summary. The authors review a literature indicates that

although there are considered objects to the use,of differences

as Indic,tors of schooling effects, there are conditions under which

they are more or leiv appropriate to analyze. It is also the case

that recent developments in this area have tended to reduce the force

of earlier objections.

In short certain forms of adjusted difference scores seem to

be appropriate ildieators in the study of schooling effects, es

pecially for the study of-such relatively_ ahortTlerm,effects_as

student achievem nt in reading and mathematics.



ISSUES AND PROBLEMS RELATED TO STUDY APPROACHES

IN RESEARCH QN-SCHOOLING_EFFECTS_

Cronbach (1957), in his presidential address to the American

Psychological Association, indicated that there,were two.historic

streams of method, thonght,and affiliation in psychology: experimen-

tal and correlational psychology. These same study approaches have

been evident in educational research over the years and. still re-
.

P

present the predominant methodologies in investigations of schooling

effects (Alwin, 1376; Gage, I976a; Herriott & Muse, 1973). This seCtiOn

will review issues and problems related to study approaches in research

on schooling effeCtsi.specifically, the "experimental" and "noneX-

perimental" approaches to the study of schooling effects will be

discussed below. Also discussed in a subsequent subsection are two

relatively new methodological developments in educational research;

that is aptitude-treatment interactions and meta analysis. A final
,

subsection is devoted to a summary of review findings in this area.

Experimental Approaches

.Experimen al approaches to educational research are characterized

by attempts to manipulate experimental variables while tightly con-

trolling relevant situational variables. True experimental designs

perMit,researchers to perform rigorous -tests of hypotheses and tO reject

those .hypotheses that are less tenable& In these designs, the'random

assignment of exPerimental units to treatment-and contrail conditions



is used as A meam,ef attaining initial_group equivalency-on crucial'

variables. However, experience suggests that it is almost impossible'

to assign randomly individdal students to treatment and control

conditions in most educational situations. Also, in the natural

setting of the classroom or school the researcher seldom has full

.control over situational and/or experimental variables. Under.such

conditions, researchers may use alternative designs, that is, quasi-

experimental deeigns.

Campbell And Stanley (1963) distinguish between three sets of ex-

perimental designs: pre-experimental, true experimental, and quasi-

experimental. Identified as pre-experimental designs are the: (1) one-

shot case study, (2) one-group pretest-posttest design, and (3) static-

group comparision. True experimental designs include the: (I) pretest-

posttest control group design, (2) Solomon four-group design, and (3) post-

test-only control group design. The ten designs classified as quasi-

experimental include the: (1) time series, (2) equivalent time samples

design, (3) equivalent materials samples design, .(4) non-equivalent con- ,

trol group design, (5).eonnter-balaneed design, (6) separate-sample pre-

test-posttest 'design, (7) separate-sample pretest-posttest control group

design, (8) multiple time series, (9) institutional cycle design, and

(10) regression discontinuity.

With two exceptions,the above listed designs can be assigned tp one

of two major categories distinguished by the number of groups involved

in the study, namely, one-group designs (i.e., experimental

- . . .
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group only) or multiple &imp designs (i.e., controi groups)! Listed

in the upper portion of Table 1 are designs, classified according to

this subdivision of the study approaches dimension and according to

dhe indicators of schooling effects dimension (i.e., status attain-

ment or differences). This latter dimension was depicted earlier

in Figure 1.

Campbell and Stanley discussed the strengths and weaknesses of

each of the sixteen designs in terms of internal validity in-

terpretability) and external validity (i.e., generalizability). The

eight factors jeopardizing internal validity are: (1) history,

(2) maturation, (3) testing, (4) instrumentation (5) statistical

regression, (6) selection, (7) mortality, and (9) selection-maturation

interaction. The factors jeopardizing external validity. are:

(1) interaction effects of testing (2) interaction effects o

selection and treatment (3) reacting effects of experimental

arrangements, and (4) multiple-treatment interference. Readers are

advised to refer to Campbell and'Suanley (1963) for a full discussion

of the strengths and weaknesses of each -design. The strengths and

wealviesses of the experimental group only designs and of control

group designs are, however, reviewed briefly below.

k:xperimental Group Only Designs

rre,-experimental designs such as the one-shot case study and

rhe ne-group prer&t-posttest design andAuasi-experimental.designs,



Table I

Research Designs and Analytical Models for S ooling Effects Studies

INDICATOXS OF SCROOLING EFFECTS

STUDY APPROACHES

.Statie -Group Comparison (t -test)

.Posttest --Only Control Croup

Design (t -test, ANOVA with
blocking, ANCOVA)-
.Equivalent Materials Design

(ANOVA)

a
Experimental

Approaches*

wine.w.NIMAMMII,

.Pretcst-Posttest Control Group Design

(ANCJVA, Repeated Measures ANOVA)
.Solomon Ftrar-Group Design

( 2 x 2 .'..;OVA of Osstm.ts)
.Nancquivalent Con:rol Group Design

(Legression-Discontinuity
Regression Projection Model, General aed

Multiple Regression Model)
. Counterh41aneed Designs
(Latin-square ANOVA)

.Separatc-Sample Pretest-Posttest
Control Group Dasign (A'a0V.%)
.Laltiple Time Series Debign

Nonexperimentel

Approaches

Experimentel-Group-Only
Design

Oa 110, men.

.0fic-Shot Case Study
(cpropp7kpcw1edge_Comparisons)

Non-linear
Regressiun Methods

Partitinning of
Explained variance

.Polynomial regressien Analysis

Tretust-ro= st
'(Norm-reieranced Coz:puriaznu)

Jima Ser;.Lt
.EquivaldtTime..!Samplcs Desizv;b1
Co:ested Jcsian A;i0vA)

.Separate-Sample kretest-Pcsttasc
Design (t-test)

.Polynomial regression analysi3

.Incremental Partitioning of

t- Variance.
.Coeczonality- Analysis

Re ac-ression Coefficie, u .

b and Leta coefficients
,

I Causal Models ,Recursiva Model-
.Nonroeursiv. Madels

.Multiplv'ietresSion Analysis--

!N.

0.1M' ....1MMaRMIM.N...11111M

.Inercmcntal Partitiuning of Verionce

Comalonality Analysis
pa:tittoning Re S i dual -Lritcrion

semblorr.t....ml..e./.11.011.14111,.........ry......,.......1.0.1........m.......

.Multiple
beta coLffiziont0

. i4v44 .1.1od

. No h.. aeut s:ve

flaurteen. ouc of the lh 41eaigas in C4mpball and Stanley (1963) are class fiod into thi-, aLlee,Tha

.Cycle Design,(A 4,111ateh,Up"'. Design).
is.not.included:hecauue it taofjittlo Utility.Tha. Regression

-

`41
is an analytical model rather thaa a design. -It iu listed 4s an analytical modal for the Voncquivalent Conti4

00101M/1...
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such as time series, equivalent time samples design, and equivalent

materials samples design are classified here as experimental group

only designs, simply because they lack a control group.

The two pre-experimental designs elatisified among experimental

group only designs happen to be the weakest designs among the sixteen

listed by Campbell and Stanley on both internal and external validity

criteria. They ladk control over almost all sources of invalidity.

The one-group pretest-posttest design is, however, free from selection

and mortality biases. If in a study involving a one-group pretest-

posttest desip a standardized test is administered around the norm-

ing date (Tallmadge & Horst, 1976), then the norm-group comparismns

design, which controls for everall sources of internal invalidity,

can be used to evaluate the school effects.

Three quasi-experimental designs classified as experimental

group only designs(that is, time series, equivalent time samples

design, and equivalent materials samples designs) have control over

most sources of internal invalidity. However, these designs still

lack control over sources of external Invalidity.

Can trsLEE42t2g2sAlang_

Ten of the sixteen listed by Campbell and Stanley Involve at

least one controlor coMparison group and ilay be classified as contr6,1.

group designs. A control group in'tesearch designs tends to reduce

.
(or control) confounding effects frpm such sources as history,

31
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maturation, testing, instrumentation, and regression. By using such

complicated quasi-experimental designs as the separate-sample pretest-

posttest design and the separate-sample pretest-posttest control

group design, researchers may increa,- the external validity of

findings.

Of some interest is Ary and Carlson's (1975) flowchart for

selecting Campbell and Stanley designs, which'takes into account

threats both to internal and external validity. It is a helpful aid

for the novice researcher in deciding upon the most appropriate

strategy for a given research effort.

Ex erimental Approaches in Schooling Effects:Studies

Inspection reveals that only five of thirteen possible study

types identified by Stufflebeam and Webster (1978) employ experi-

mental or quasi-experimental designs as methods for evaluating

educational programs. The study types are: (1) public relations

inspired studies, (2) experimental research studies, (3) policy

stmdies, (4) decision-oriented studies, and (5) consumer-vriented

studies. Two other experimental approaches may be added to this

list: preplanned variation evaluation studies (Light Smith, 1971)

and a procedure proposed by Tatsuoka (1972) for evaluating nationwide

Intervention programs.

_From an examination of Stufflebeam's (1971) CUP Evaluation

Model, one may infer that true7expe"rimental-deSignS-have limited



utility in educational evaluation. Difficulties in meeting

assumptions of constancy of experimental treatment across both

subjects and time and the inability to assign students randomly to

experimental and control groups provide ample reasons for this view

00Stufflebeam, 1969, 1971).

Tatsuoka (1972) however, has an altogether different viewpoint.

Relative to the constancy requirement in experimental treatments,

Tatsuoka observed:

An educational program is, by its very nature,, an entity
that is in perpetual flux. This fluid, dynamic entity,
with all its periodic modifications and refinements is
the treatment. Nothing in experimental design forbids
such types of treatment. (p. 3)

Tatsuoka.admitted that under .the present educational system

random assignment of individual students to treatment and control

conditions is difficult. Nevertheless, since students, in his view,

are not appropriate units.to study in Large scale program eval-

uations, the problem is not a real one. He argued that 'classes,

schools, or even school districts are the proper units, and randoth

assignment,of these to the conditions is not nearly so infeasible as,

that of students" (p. 2).

Many researchers engaged in nonexpetimental classroom process

studies and teacher effectiveness studies (e.g. Brophy & Evertson,

1974) admit the need for experimental studies to test hypotheses

generated via correli lanai studies. A general consensus among



educational resegrchera is that hypotheses derived from educational

theories and instructional models regarding relationships between

student achievement and contextual and instructional process variables

should be verified via experimental approaches.

Cronbach (1957) has.noted that a distinctive dharacteristic of

modern experimentation is the statistical comparison of effects.

The early development of techniques in comparative experimentation

is succinctly documented by Cochran (1976). Analytical methods are

described in many reference sources such as Edwards,(1972), Hays

(1963), Kirk (1968), and Winer (1971),

versions of statistical comparison are described in Anderson (1958),

Bock (1975), Cooley and Lohnes (1971),

Timm (1975), and elsewhere.

Tatsuoka and Tiedeman (1963) developed a schema for,presenting

among others. Multivariate

Finn (1974), Tatsuoka (1971),

statistical techniques in relation to educational research based on

the role (i.e., dependent or independent), number (i.e., one or

more than one), and scale-type (i.e. , nominal, ordinal, or interval)

of variables involved. Among the listed statistical techniques are

multiple regression, analysis of variance and covariance, and such

non-parametric statistics as the sign test, median test, Mann-Whitney's

U test, Kruskal-Wallis one way-ANOVA, Friedman's two-way ANOVA, Chi-

square..test, flotelling's T2., McNemar' test for significance of

changes, and Cochran's W test for several related proportions. These

represent most pf the methods 6lat can 'be used in'tésting statistical



hypotheses (usually null hypotheses) in an experidental approach.

Their schema provides researchers with a reference puint in selecting

appropriate statistical analysis methods.

Another practical guide, advanced by Tallmadge and Horst (1975),

listed five evaluation models named after appropriate analytical

models: (1) posttest comparison with matched groups, (2) covariance

analysis, (3) special regression,(4) generalized regression, and

(5) norm-referenced. A decision tree constructid to aid in the

selection of the most appropriate model for the conditions of the

proposed evaluation is provided.

Tallmadge and Horst discussed the strengths and weaknesses of

each model and provided an analytical method for testing Statistical

significance of the difference between experimental and control

group mean scores. They also advanced the notion of educational

significance, even though it remained a subjective criterion. These

authors suggest that "if the observed posttest scores exceed the no-

treatment expectation by one-third of a standard deviation, the treat-

ment effect be considered educationally significant" (p. 69).

NonekpetSMental, Coi elational_Approaches

\,N According:to Cronbach (1957)1 correlational approaches to

educational.research are intended for the study of natural relation-

:J;hips.. While experimentArs are interested only in the va iation they

themselves create, cOrrelaiors are-intereated-in-already-existing--

\ e



variation between individuals, social groups, andotpecies. It is

the'torrelators mission to observe and organize data-from nature's

experiments and in'the process to describe the ways by whicfi

variables,covary. Thus for example, reaearchers using statistical

deVices such asbcorrelational coefficients can study the ways in

which teacher behaviors are related to student outcomes on reading

end mathematics tests of achievement,- Such relationshipa may be

found to be positive, neutral, or negative,and- linear or nonlinear.

The correlator hag 4ccess to a variety of correlational

methods and most of ,these have been desciibed by Tatsuoka and

Tiedeman (1963)/ ,, A table listing these statistical techniques
-,

classified according to the role, scale type, and a number of
t.

variables involved has also beep developed by these researchers.

.1.isted on their tabld are methods 9nging from the contingency

coefficient XX" to canonical correlation.

The 'Set of correlational techni4ues described in Table I of

this section is not intended to cover all of the methods dealt with

by Tatsuoka add Tiedeman. In fact,' it is limited to regression

techniques, associated with Pearsoh's product-moment correlation

coefficient "r."

Correlational methods us d in studies of educational effects are

'grouped Jnto,four categories in Table 1 and include: CI) partition-

ing of explained variance, (2) comparison of regression coe;ficints,

(3) nonlinear regression methods, and (4) causal Models-.



0

categoiies which.are.dihtussed beloi7, a1t4pugli:not mutally exclusive,

do difter in the method of correlational analysis.used (usually

regression analysis) and in their emphasis on different statistics

obtained from the analysis.

Partiiioning of Explained Varian.ce_

In regréssion,wd4s, the sqnare of-Pearson's produ't-moment
r

correlation-Hi-2" is interpreteCas'the proP'ortion of variance in the

deperldentvaxiable that is accounted.for by the 1:Independent variable.

2
The analogue to r- in cases'of multiple independent variables is R

2

2
-

the squardd multiple correlation; . When an R is obtained in exper-.

imental research with J'alanced,deSigns where predictors are.iT1-

Aependent from each_other, the R
2

is equal Co Ole sum of the.squarPd

zero-order correlations between each preditor and the criterion

variable./ Under such conditions, there is no ambiguity as to the

amount of variance accounted (or by a given predictor'-(Dariington,'
.6

1968).

In nonexperimental research, however, the pred!ctors are almost'
.*N

always intercorrelat d. The major sources of controversies with

resvet to studies of schooling effects include various attempt6 to
%

partition variance and thereby to'att ibute specific portions of it to

specific predictors.



Ilisys_mensAl
One way ol partit toninti,

variance.is to examine the increment iti7the proportiOn of varianee

accounted for by eadh predictor as it is entered into a regression

analysis. This method was used in the.Coleman.StudY .(Coleman.et al

1966) and in a series of IEA studies (e.g.,'Comber & Keeves, 1973;

Porves, 1973; Thorndike, 1973).

'Coleman and his 'associates regressed student achievement scPres

on student backgroutal characteristics such as home SES and school

resources. It is the case that when predictors are intercorrelated,

the increment in variance attributed to a given predictor is de-

termined, in part by its order of entry in the analysis; in other

words, the incremental variance is asymmetrical. In the Coleman

study, the student baekground characteristics were entered into the

analysis first and Lh15 accounted for a large amount of variance,

leaving the effects of school factors negligible. In rationalizilg

this ptocedure, Coleman and his associates argued that since student

background characteristics are 'prior to school influence, and shape

the child before he reaches school, they will be controlled when

examining the effects of sehool factors" (g. 198). Pedheezur (1975),

however, argues that it is not a sufficient justification to contr3l

one variable merely because it precedes another predictor.

Darlington (1968) has.discussed the use of various .general

regression,procedures, including the incremental partitioning of

var.iance, indicating they are valid when pre tctors are mutuallyA



orthogonal but quite dnbious otherwise. Creager (1971) has

proposed the use of a complete orthogonal factor analysis for

orthogonal decomposition of the regression system that would result-
..

in orthogonal components thatmare still interpretable in tern% of

the original variables.

Commonality analysis. As a solution for the asymmetry problem

involved in the incrgmental partitioning of variance, commonality

analysis, as developed by Mood (1969, 1971) and by Newton and

Spurrell (1967), partitions the explained variance in the criterion

4r
variable that may be attributed.uniquely to 'each of the predictors and

the variance that is to Ile attributed to various cotbinations of pre-

dictors. The unique contribution of a given predictor is the incre-

ment in the proportion of variance in the depeendent variable.for

which it-accounts when entered last into the regreSsion analysis.'

Th!e_unique contribution i- the same-as the squared part correlation
. . .

, .

I criteri n variable with a predictor partialed on all other pre-

.

dictors in the regression equations. This method was extensively

used n the reanalysis of the Coleman study data by Mayeske et al..

-(1969) Iv that reanalysis, the variance in the criterion variable

was partitioned into the following three major portions; (1) that

por ion. uniquelz accounted for by student background factors,

(2) that portion uniquely accounted for hy school variables, and

(3) that portion accounted for,by the combination of otWent back-

ground and school variab es.



'Werts (1968) adVocated the use of commonality analysis instead

of the incremental partitioning of variance for studying schooling

effects. According to Pedhazur (1975), it alias a utility viewed

from a predictive frame of reference.. _In other words, commonality

analysis can be used to determine which variable may be.deleted with

a.minimal reduction in the total proportion of variance. In fact,

Newton and Spurrell (1967) recommended commonality analysis spec-

ifically for such a purpose. Despite the above, stepwise regression

analysis represents a wre effective way to reduce the number. of
. -

predictors without affecting greatly the total proportion of variance.

Viewed from an explanatory frame of reference, commonality analysis

has very limited value. Pedhazur has uggested that "it might even be

.argued that by it's very hature it evades the problem of e planation,

or, at the vety least, fails to come to'grips with it" (p. 254).

creager (1971), for one, called attention.to difficulties in inter-

preting the variance accounted for by a combination of predictors.

He ildicated that two variables may be highly correlated because one

of them is the cause of the other., or because ehey, both-share.a common

cause. pommonality analysis is unable to distinguish,between tha two.

Thus, ie is the case that.the uniqueness and commonality elements are

affected by the introduction of additional variables,or by theTdeletion

of va lables,,when the predictors are intercorrelated.

Another difficulty with commonaltiy analysis is that commonality

element's May have negatiVe7Signs. idard-(1969)"hae-indicated-that--



^

74-

. . ,

,
4

commonality elements may have negative signs when suppressor variableS

are involved and-that as a consequence the sum of the unique

contribution.of the predictors may then exceed 100 percent. The

former problem is not solved by arguing, as Mayeske et al. (1969)

did,that: 'Negative commonalities Will 'be regarded as equivalent to

zero" (p. '49). The solution for the Latter problem phould wait until

the former is resolved.

It should be noted that a multiple dependent variable version

of the partitioning variance method has been proposed by Lohnes

and Cooley (1976).

Partitioning residual criterion variance. In the incremental

-partitioning of variance and also in computing the uniqUeness of a

predictor in eammonality analysis, the effects of all predictors

that precede it have

Astin & Panes, 1966;

variance obtained by

been partialed out. Some

Dyer, 1970) partition the

researchers (e.g.,

residual criterion

regress3ng the criterion or output variable

(e.g., achievement) on the input variables (e.g., home SES, p.retest

scores). There is no ,difference'in the prime analysis procedure

between this method and the two variance partitioning methods

discussed earlier. The difference is that criterion variables are

first residualized on some predictors or input variables and then
. .

the resulting residual,varianci'iS used in partitioning. .

In.a serieS of.college input studies, Astin (.1970A, 1970b) and

his associates used an input-odtput'modelwhich involved a two-step

-41
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procedure for calculating a part correlation. ,In this procedure the

input variation was used to residualize the output variable. 'The

residualized student output variable was then correlated with the.

college environment variables.

In Dyer's (1970) student change model in an educational system,

the performance indicator of a School system is derived from the

residual output score of the system which was obtained: from a

regressien analygis using.the input-and "haH to change" variables-
.

as predictors. After the performance indicators of educational

systems are obtained, they are studied in relation to the "easy to

change" surrounding conditions and the.school process variables.

Among many problems related to the partitioning residual erite ion

variance unreliability of change or "gain' scores, including residual

scores, is the mast serious one. Although Dyer's model uses school:v.'

means rather than individual student, 1.:cores, the reliability ef the

residuals still may be questionable. In Dyers, Linn, and Patton's

(1969) cross-validation study, school residuals showed reasonable

stability across sabsamples. Marco's,.(1974) study also showed that the

eliabilities of butt ludi idual and school residual scores were.rela-

tively stable in cross-validation.. Forsyth (1973), however, reported

that school residuals were unstable over time. Thus, itappears that

the residuals may be relatively stable from one subsample of students to

anothe within a sin le .ear, but relatively unstable from one year to

Problems imvolved in the partitioning of variance.when the predictors

are intercorrelated are also relevant to this approach (Darlington,'1968),



c_oar1son of Ieression coefficients

was

The Coleman Study, which used a variance partitioning approach,

criticized not only for its validity but also for its usefulness

TO, tir

as a guide for policy decisions (e.g., Bowles & Levin, 1968; Cain &

Watts, 4970; Banushek Kain, 1972). These critics of the study argued

that the proportions of variance accounted for by a given predicter-
, . _

and by certaincoMbinations of predictors would not, in general,, pro-

vide any guidance for policymakersto-decide.what course of action

should be taken to increase student achievement. Consequently, they

advocated comparing regression coefficients, a method whose purpose

is to assess the effects of each predictor on the criterion

variable. ,These same critics indicated that they preferred regression

coefficients to percentages kif explained variance as estimators of

school effectiveness.

Unstandardized and standa (1.7,ed reression coefficients. In the

following lirwar, additivy model regression:. equation

+-b22
13 17

the "b" weights should be treated as partial regression coefficients.

-01w interprets "b" as indicating the,expeeted.change_in the criterion_

-'variable "Y" fo.r a unit change in predictor "X" -(with-which-lt:is-

.
associated), while holding all other predictors in the .equation

such_an:interpxetaien_of the.bIteihts Is said,Alowever,

2er



to be valid only in experimental research. Michelson' (1970, for one,

has indicated that it is incorrect to interpret a regression coefficient

obtained from nonexperimental research as the expected Change in the

criterion variable resulting.from a unit Change in the predictor, while

holding all other predictors constant. Mosteller and Moynihan (1972)

noted that:

We ean es timatiee-difforeace_inghievement between_
schools not having and those haying a language laboratoiy,

say. lut we cannot,tell whether actually adding *or

removing a language laboratory would produce nearlY,

the aame differences. (p, 35).

In the standardized expression of the regression equation,

the standardized regression weights, betas, are scale-free indices

and thus can be compared across.different predictors. In spite of

this advantage, some researchers (e.g.,,Cain & Watts, 1970; Linn,

Werts, & Tuck r, 1971) prefer unstandardized coefficients. The main

reason for this seems t.o be Chat the s are affected by the var-

inhility of the variahl

wale the b's remain

within a specific population being studied,
*

y stable despite differences in the

variability of the pr dieters in different samples (Blalock, 1964

There are pr blems however, in interpreting unstandardized co-

ficients in sehooling effects studies.. For .one,, the Magnitude:of

Ws depends on the units used in the measurement-a a given predictor



-
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(e.g., cents or dollars), and many of those measures are 'not interval,

variables (e.g, attitude). Smith (1972) reanalyzed the Coleman

Study'data and iound numerous examples in whim comparisons based op

O's or b's led to cOntradictory conclusions in respect to the relative

importance of the same predictors. Smith recommended that Ps should

be uspd when comparing coefficients for several predictors within a

given sample', while b's.should be used when coefficients aSsociated

with a given predictor are compared across samples.

Analysis of interaction effects. As a way of studying the in-

teraction or joint influence of predictors on a criterion variable,

renearchers enter into Li regression analysis the product terms for

the predictors. Anderson (1970) used this technique in his study

of the effecte of classroom social climate on learning. He found

that four out of fourteen subscores from ,the- Learning Environment
.

. Invenlory showed statistieally significant interaction effects with.ire-.

telligence for giri. Tn another Instance, Cronbach (1968).reaua1yzed

some of the Wallach and. Kogan (1965) data and questioned conclusions,

found in their article. Cronbach used the incremental variance

partitioning method and reportd a total of seven statistically

significant in(zrements added by the interaction of intelligence and

(.:reativity.

Pedhazui (1975) observed that the value of the concept of in-

teraction or the nonadditivity issue) is dubious. Ile noted that
_ .

_



Attempts to interpret a regression coefficient for a

cross-product vector in the conventional mapper create

an illogical situation in that one is led to state that

the coefficient indicates the expected change in Y.

aisociated with a unit change in the cross-product

vector while holding constant all other variables in-

cluding those from which the cross-product vector was

generated. (p.'265)

It is also to be noted that the eleff_cients for cross-product

vectors 4re affected .by, among other things changes in the means of

the predictors from which they are generated (Darlington & ROM, 1972).

Nonli.tazlearRe ression Anal ses

In correlational studies, it is traditional to investigate the

linearity of the regression lines at the zero-order correlation level

before conducting further analyses. If upon inspection the regression

line appears to be nonlinenr, an appropriate transformation is re-.

commended in order that linear assump ions be met.

Recent,ly m. researchers, working in the field of teacher effec-.

tiveness studies and classroom instructiut .1 variables, have shown

strong interest in the study of zero-order correlations (e.g., Brophy

Evertsonl 1974; Rosenshinei 1976, Soar Soar, 1973). Soar and

Soar (1976). reported findings that wore not only interesting to. eon-

hnt were also consistent throughout four of their studies.

. 00n of these findings:Was that of a nonlinear relationship, most like y

of an inverted "U" shape, between student gain in achievement and a
_

. _

-Imeasure-Of-teacher-behavior In_general_termsthe inverted "11"-j



suggests that stUdenc achievement it maximised with relatively

moderate amounts of certain teacher behaviors and that extremes of

the behavior, in either direction, tend to lead to reduction in -

student achievement. Another finding, that of the differentiated

"U", suggests that different kinds of pupil learning varlied in

respect to teacher behaviors associated with Ereatest pupil gain.

Brophy and Evertson (1974) and Brophy (1978) have also reported some

nonlinear distributions.

The statistical procedure most widely usei in detecting the

nature of nonlinear relationships is the polynomial regression

analysis in which powers of variables are introduced in the regression

analysis. Cronbach (1976) made cautionary remarks against blind

search for nonlinear relationships: "Nonlinearities may reasonably

be explored, but unless there is a rationale for predicting nonlinearity,

little credence can be given a ionlinear relationship the first time

It turns up" (P. 3.11).

Polynomial regresiion analysis,has problems; too. First of all,

the nonlinear regression analysis can make 4 greater contribution in

an explanatory framework.. However, it is difficult to interpret the

regression coefficients, even if they are unstandardized-ones, in the

prediction framework. In addition, it.is not legitilnate to test e

Significance of regreskion coefficients individually or to test

intermediate regression coefficients for the pUrpose of deleting'those

that do not reach a prespecified level of significance. 'All



researcher can do is to east coef icients successively for the purrose

of determining the pattern of the regression (Williams, 1959).

Causal Models

Another approach to the Study of schooling effects is causal

modeling in general and path analysis in particular. The technique

of path analysis was developed by Wright (1921) mare than a half

century ago, but has not been widely used By educational researchers

(Tatsuoka, 1973). Blalock (1964) and Duncan (1966) introduced this

technique to sociology in the 1960s; Werts and Linn (1970b) were the

reaearchers who introduced it in education.'

Path analysis is an analytic tool for theory testing. In order

to apply it, the researcher has to make explieit the theoretical

framework within whi-h he/she operates. In fact the application of

incremental'partitioning of variance implicitly requires researchers

to formulate a causal model for specifying relations aMong viriables

under study. In path afialysis, causal pc4.1s should be cxplicitly

expressed,Jor oamp

when

le, inilath diagrams.
Now

. M

There areumany ways to foriaulate a causal model,

the causes are unknoiin,isnd/Or unobserved. Wri ht

articularlv

has noted

that in cases in which the causal relations are uncert in the

method can be used to find.the.lqgical consequences of any particular
.er.

hypothesis- in regard to them"..(p, 557)., Thislsuggests.that researchers
A'

r

-.need io formulate-not_only. one -but:many..models,..and.must....test



each O7* to deternine if they;are reliable or n o;0, Ong f the main

advantages of path analysis is that it unafiles the :researcher to

measure the direct and,indirect effecis one variable has upon another.

In addition, it enables researChersto decompose the correlation

between any two variables into A sum.of simple and compound paths.

,Two Arpep of causal awaysis models that is the.recursive and

nonrecursive models, can be distinguished. Issues and methods related

to the analysis pf data within the context of each of these models

are exaMined next. .

Recursive models. In,recursive models, the hypothesized causal

relations among variables are unidirectional; that is, if X is a cause

41.

of Y, then I cannuot be a cause of X.. Simon's (1954) analysis, for

example, start0 from the bivariate case and then moved to a three-

vari4le situation In which the basic concern was whether the observed

correlation betwe n two variables were spurious due co the presence of

a third variabld.0 Blalock (1964) has expanded the work of Simon and

has developed,a technique to test for the existence of linkages

i)etween variables in recursive models of any -ize.

Path coofficients in recursive models are uSually obtained J.nr

ordinary regression techniques, which comply with regrdssion assumptions

and cov riance_restrictions that_often lead to over-identification

--77prob1ems'(Asher, 1976). Among the assumptions that underlie the

.

application of the recursive path analysis, in addition to-the one-

way-causal flow -assumptions-,---are -that : ) the relations--



among the variables in the model must be linear, additive and

causal; (2) the residuals cannot be correleted.among themselves nor

correlated with the variables in the system; and (3) the variables must

be measured on an.interval scale.(Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). Unmet

ass tions might lead to sizable standa4 errors of the regression

coefficients and the path coefficients. The problem of multi-

collinearity also arises with the use of the path analysis technique.

Combsr and Keeves (1973) and Werts and Linn (197M) used miniature
-

recursive models of educational effects for illustrative purposes. It was

McDonald and Elias (1976) who actually used the path analysis technique

in their educational effects study. Anderson and Evans (1974) used the

ecursive models to reanalyze data from two studies that appeared in

the literature. Magidson (1977) applied this; approach to the

et al. (1969)jlead Start data and found small positive estimates of the'

program effects which were originally judged to be totally ineffective.

tertingly, Cieirelli et al% (1969) had earlier stated: !ReSults

from the summer program are so negative that it is doubtful that any .

change in.design would reverse the findings" (p. 245).

tionrjursive models. In contrast to the recursive causal models,
-0

noarecursive _models involve interdependence , feedback, and reciprocal
,

:.-auszition-among at least ,some of the variables. The controversy

berWeen Jencks ci al,. (1972) and Smith (1972) regarding.the causal

f low between parent expectations and student achievement in the

aieman_study would have been settled had a tonrecursive model been



One advantage of nonrecursive models is that thiiy tic, not require

the assumption that the residuals be uncorrelated, . While this leads

to a gain in realism, it brings about problems in the level of

identification. When an equation is underidentified, there is no

exact solution that gives satisfactory estimates. In those cases, the

indirect least squares solution is to be used. In this procedure,

either certain coefficients are assumed to be zero or other exogenous

variables are introduced to the model. On the other hand, in a non-

recursive just7identified 'equation Or a nonreCursive overidentified

equation a two-stage least squares solution is usually used.

The use' of nonrecursive models require% a' high degree of thee-

retiCal and methodological Conceptualization. -In the field of

educational research, the studies that used nonrecursive models are

rare. Psing the Coleman study data, Levin (1979) postulated a non-

recursive model and applied the two-stagejeast squares method in

the estimation prUcdure. lo ever, his attempt was primarily designed

to serve as an illustration. Anderson (1978) also provided an em-'

pirical example of nonrecursive-type analysis using data from the

Evans andAnderSon (1973) study.

When all has ,,been said and considered, path analysis has a potential

-to s rve as.a strong heuristic.tool-for the development of theories.

f education. Tatsuoka (1973) -has recommended its greater eses in

educational research.



Other, Develapomits in Stu4y Aura-aches

Two relatively new methodological devdlopments in educational

researeh4re worthy of note. The first,is the,attemet tp unify the

experimental and correlational research traditions. The second is

the effort to

Both.of these

test results across studies for overall significance.

developments are discussed below.

Aptitude Treatment Interaction

As part of his APA president al address, Cronbach (1957) urged

that the two major disciplines

and correlational, be unified.

in psychology, that is the experimental

In effect he was proposing the study

of "aptitude-treatment interactions. Almost twenty years later,

.cronbach (197 ) indicated "that hybrid disc4line is now flourishing"

(p. 116). At the same time he admitted that he and others had been

thwarted by Inconsistent findings from roughly similar inquiries.

,

indicated th;it it might 4e more fruitful to shift emphasis and

study h gher,order interactions as w II. as first-order ones. Recently,

Cronbach.and Snow (1977), in a highly regarded book, synthesized

'research In this area.

Krus and Krus (1978) have observed a

to unify the disc:11)UL nd remarked that:

Cluctance among psyclologists

The present_schism between experimentalists and correlationists

seemg to be due net to a'different,language, but to different--

JeveJ s, -of Janguatia in -use--,-with_r be _ general line.ar.imada, The



experimentalists appear tu stress aotpututional operatiuus

on raw scores (e.g., sum ;of squares) while correlationists

seem to prefer heuristic explanations at the standard score

level (e.g., variance). (p. 120)

As Cronhach and Snow concluded more time is needed to achieve

a, satisfactory level of unification or extention of the two disciplines.

Krus and Krus observe that in recent years some experimentalists have

,gradually turned to regression methods', especially in cases in which

they,iwere pursuing interaction's and tore compleX hypotheSes. Based

on these observations they concluded;

When one considers the gulf separating these Mo disciplines

a decade ago, the overall, integrative pawer and conceptual.

advantages of,general regression theory seem to indicate

that Cronbach's original vision of the unified discipline

of scientific psychology is perhaps'in the offing. (p. 123)

Neta AnalysiS

Another old but recently revitalized effort to synthesize the

-results of independent studies can be found among xesearchers in the

fields'of teaching and learning (e.g., Gage, 1976a Glaqs, 1976;

Ro ehthal, 1978). The proposed method, refered to as a .mete

analysis, is described by Glass (1976) as "the analysis of analyses'.

(p., 3).

Tle need for the meta analysis of research seems tà be obvious.

In edncationai reSearth, the findings vary in_confusing irregularity

across .contexte, subject matters, and eountless other factors. In

brder-te design-a study-systematically-on the basis-o -previous7-



_

findings first must be integrated n some fashion.

-

s.

The origin of efforts ti; in'tegrate findings from independent

studies can be traced to Fisher (1948) and even to Pearson (1938).

Since then; there has been a stow but steady increase' in the amount

'mf literature

overall level

addressed to the question of haw one may obtain an

of significance for results across studies. There

have been some relatively recent attempts to integrate research

/7/ ,

findings by us4A1g,a7V-mp1e. counting method;that ia, by counting the

number of studies reporting favorable or unfavorable ouecomes

(e.g., Bracht, 1970; Dunkin-& Biddle, 1974; Jamison, Suppes & Wells,

-1974; Light:6, Smith 1971). However, this relatively simplistic

method has not provided a satisfactory solution to the problem. More

reeently, Rosenthal (1978) has describeclmethods for combining the .

probabilities obtained from two or more independent studies and pro-

vided a guide f r selecting appropriate methods. Examples of the

application of the meta inalyiis techniqiie can be found in Gage

(1976b), Glass 1976), and Smith and Glass (1977).

ASumatypf 4pproaches

in line wit 'existing divisions of research on.schooling effects,

the study approaches dimension was divided into two general- categories:

(1) th experimental (which includes pre-experimental, true7experimen-
_

tal, and quasi7experimental designs);and (2) the nonexperimental,

.(which inclUdes a variety of correlational techniques).



ExpeOmental Approipches

For purposes of diScussion the experimental category was sub-

divided into two compone ts according to the presence/absence of

control or comparison grou -The two sub-divisions were: (1) ex-

.

perimental group only designd, and (7) control or comparison group

designs.

Experimental,Group Only Designs.. Experimentargroup only_

designs, which Consist mostly of pre-experimentaldesigns, suffer

from the lack:of'internal validity (i.e., interpretability) and ex-

ternal validity generalizability).. Experimental group only

;designs ofthe quasi-experimental type, such as the time series',

equivalent time samples design, and equivalent materials samples

4

design, may prOvide more interpretable results than pre-experimental

,
designs, but still lack external validity.

When standardized tests are appropriately admidistered on a

pretest-posttest basis, a comparison with a norm group can be made

eveh though there is,no truecontrol group.

Control or Comparison Croup Designs. The most seriousproblem

with control group desqns is establishing equivalency between treat-

ment and_control groups on entry meisures. Randomization is au -

essential (but not absolutely foolproof) manipulative procedure for

establishing initial equivalency for both true and quasi-experimental

designs. However, under most existing educational systems, it is

-ostremely diffic4t lot th-e-'researcher.to 'arrange for the random



assignment of individual students to eXperime tal and control groups.

It is less difficult to arrange'for the random assignment of collectives

(e.g., classrooms, schools; and school distriCts, etc.) to different

treatment groups.

Even when the random assignment of collectives occurs differ-

ences between treatment and control groups are not alWays completely

-eliminated. ithen initial differences are apparenti:the use of

statistical precedures that take initial differences into account are
4

-appropriate. Choosing, for example, between the multivariate analysis

of covariance or the repeated measures design of the multivariate

analysis of variance is a specific issue related to this problem area.

Nonexperimental Approaches

Again for purposes of Iicussiun,,.the nonexperimental

relational Approaches were subdivided according to, the nature of the

COX-,

coefficient calculated:from a regression analyses. The four sub-

divisions were: (1).partitioning of explained variance (2)1comparison

of regression coefficients, (3) causal models, and (4) nonlinear re-

gression methods. These subdivisions are not meant to be eXhaUstive,

and, as they are based upon the

0!ey.murpaily exclusive.

Partitioning of explained variance. Two methods for tfie par-

sa e regression model, neither are

titioning of explained variance' (i.e.,

commonality analysis) were discussed.

incremental analysis And

In incremental analysis, the



Telative.contribution of a given pr dictor is determined on the basis
-1-

of the amount of increased yariance accounted for when that predtctor

is entered into the regression eqation. The results of incremental

analysis are highly dependent on the order in which variables are

entered into the equation. Consequently, when an underlying theory,

or hypothesis is controversial, the incremental analysis method cannot

be employed to resolve the theoretical concerns.

Commonality analysis does offer a solution to problems associated

with conflicting theories. In commonality analysis explained variance

is partitioned into portions explained by each predictor and by

combinations_of predictors.

reSults enaffeeted by the o

the regressiOn equation.
-

Commonality analysis therefore, provides

der by which variables are entered into

a,

conpariaonof
Many researchers regard

'the regression coefficient (either standardized or unstandardized)

as more meaningful for policy-making than explained variance.

Standardized coefficients are suitable for comparing the relative

influence of each.predictor within a sample, while unstandardized co-

efficients are useful for comparing the effect of a predictor

across samples.

Causal models. Causal modeling, specifically path analysis,

-enablts oneto measure the.direct and indirect effects that one

variable has upon another. It also enables researchers to decompose

the correlation
betw_Peq.4ny.two_variables into a sum of simple and



composed paths. It can .be used therefore, An testing th or et ical

hypotheses. Two types of causal models_were considered; (1) recursive

models in which the hypothesized causal relations among variables

are unidirectional, and (2).nonrecursive models which include inter-

dependence, feedback, and reciprocal causation among some of, the

variables. Nonrecursive models are more realistic than recursive

models.

Nonlinear regression methOds. Educational researcher:9 interested

in studying the relationships between classroom processes and stude'pt

outcomes increasingly have attended to the issue of determining the

true nature of the functions descriptive of the relationships. 'In

particular, polynomial regression has been used in recent studies to-
!,

identify nonlinear relationships.

Combined -1dY Auroaches

A number of effo ts to combine the experimental and correlatieaal

study approaches'have bcon initiated. Cronbach was an early advocate

for the unification of the experimental and correlational approacies

to research. The aptitude x treatment interaction studies are what

Cronbach has advocated. Some researchers see that these efforts have

just been started. However, it 'se ms to be fair to say that a con-
-,

slderable progress is. made in the area of aptitude x treatment inter-

action studies.



Meta Analysis

New methods for integrating results across studies have been

developed and.even utilized in a few studies.- These methods will

prove valuable in attempts to understand previous findings.



IV.-ISSUES-AND-PROBLEMSAELATEO TO THE UNIT.OF

ANALYSIS AND THE ANALYSIS'OF MULTILEVEL-DATA

Data collected at a given level, say, at ate classiom level, may ,

be aggregated to higher levels (e.g., the scheol or district'level), or

perhaps disaggregated to lower levels (i.e.., 'the individual student

level), or,be retained and .analyzed at the level at which it was ortgi-

eally colleeted. The analysis and interpretation of.data that can be

aggregated (,r disaggregated)-to different levels_constitote an_import7

tant methodological concern'for the educational researcher who must

selecethose "units of analysis" that are the most appropriate given

the.-research qustion and other constraining factors. This selection

problem is especially critical in large-scale studies pf schooling

effects, since multilevel data are collected in virtually all such

investigations "simply because schools are, in part, aggregatesof their

,

teachers and pupils, and classrooms are aggregates of the processes and

persons within thee,(Burstein 6 Smith, 1977, p. 66).

When multilevel data have been collected, the researeher has the

option either of _zgregating data to higher levels or of disaggregating

to'lower levels or, more specifically, of using the collected data as

proxies for lower level data. # seldom used third,optian is to engage

in sm.,. form Gf multilevel analysis. Relative to this latter point,

Burstein and Linn (1977) note:
. .

The effects of education exist in one form or another

both between and within the unit at each level of

educational systems. Yet the majority of studies of

--------educational effects has-restricted attention to either

overall between-student, between-class,, or between-

school analyses. (g. 1)



One consequence of he above is a lack of

studies.-

Sotetimes, however, the researcher has a severely restricted set of

options and must choose units of analysis at less than desirable aggrega-

tion levels. This is espeeially,true when, say, data at the individual

level may not be obtainable, or if obtainable, not identifiable fin each

individual (and therefore, not relatable across data collected at dif!-.

ferent times or on,different ferms)" Cost factors also may enter info

decisions to select a parttcular unit fox analysie and not others; it is

normally cheaper to analyze data at higher levels of aggregation.

-The selection of appropriate levels of analysis is not only an ana-

lytic cencern; it relates also to the problems of irterpretation, or more

specifically,of making inferences about relationships found at one level

to relatioeships at other levels. This latter problem known as the

"fallacious inference" issue, is best understood by reviewing a study by

Robinson (1950), who found that the size of correlations between illiteracy

and raGe was a function of the units of analysis; .95 at the regional

1PI.T1,_.77 at-the state 1P.vel. and 40 at the individual level. Haa it

been assumed that data aggregated to the regienal level would provide the

same information as data on the individual level, a fallaci4 inference

surely would have been made (Alksr, 1969).

Units of analysis issues are discussed in each of the following sec-
_ _

tions. The first deals with units of analysis as a general problem in

educational resech. The second section foCuses on issues that mtist be

_ .

considered when..selecting appropriate units of ahalysis. kthird section

.contains a discussion pertaining to the analysis of multilevel data In
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general. A brief summary is provided as a final section..

'Units of hmlyils Issues in EduCational Research

The Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966), in which the school was

treated. as the unit of analysis, piompted educational researchers committed-

to the.use of the student or classrooms as the unit of analysis to reex-

aminejmore closely issues and problems related to units of analysis.

One such reexamination led Burstein and Linn (1977) to conclude:,_ "efforts

to identify the effectt of education. . . on pupil performance have auf-

fered from a lack of attention to the complications caused by the multi-

level character of educational data" (p. 1). This Is somewhat unsettling,

Ilince unit of analysis and data aggregation problems have long attracted

the attentioa oi other behavioral and social scientists. The study men-

tioued earlier by Robinson, a sociologist is a ca in point. In'psy-

-(hi)logy, Estes (1956) argued_that group learning curves said to show

grLdual learning may iu reality be a composite of individual curves re-

"suadel' learning,. In economic's, it was shown that the procedure

A.)t. cvmbining preferenctrts or demand functions at the .individual or family.'

was not useful in forecasting exnort and import demandt at the na-

level (Schench, 1966)

lc units of analysis issue as first pnblicly debated in education

1,:; W11. y, Oloom_and Glase (Wittrock Wi1ey,"1970. It was Wiley s con-

tention that "if, the ibject. of evaluation is a typical classroom instruc-

Lional program where the instruction is received simultaneously by all

stuth.,nts in the class thon the aPProklate vehicle (or sampling-unit)

the i71ass and not the individual atudent" (p. 264). Blodm, and later



Claser, argued that the 'unit 'of analysis-should be individual students

because it is students the school teaches and it,is the effects on them

that'shou1d, be the focus of evaluatiol.

More recently, Brophy (1977), has argued that in schooling effects

studies concerned with the nature of classreom interactions and the_re-

lationships between those interactions and student outcome measnr s. the

student rather than the class mean should be the basic unit of analysis. '

He listed two reasons: (1) most teacher behavior directed to students is

really directed at individuals rather than the whole class, and (2) even

tea_ther behavior directed at tle whole class interacts with individual

.studentdifferences to determine outcomes.

There is agreement.ameng some researchers that the end result of

aggregation is a loss of information and the possible introduction of

systematic error (e.g. Burst 1975; Hannan & Burstein, 1974; Haney,

1975). Haney ('.974), using a small set of the Prole t Follow Through da a,

net about to demonstrate that the method by which 'data .are aggregated

(ind, therefore how units of analyses are formed) could affect analytic

r-sult... He reaggregatild the Follow Through data into class and school-

s sd groupings using thcee different methods: (1) by random assignment,

(2) by prvt,s4_ scores, and (3) by poEttest scores. In all 'three-of thel3e

artificial groupings, correlations between pretest and posttest scores

invreased whcln data aggregated to the class and school levels were used.

In contrast, correlations based on the aggregation of non-simulated

d3ta decreased. F ,m these findings Haney inferred that "when we aggregate

1



data to the classroom level we confound all other causal variables of our

outcome measure -with classroom_ level effects" (p. 30). HaneY issues the

following wamings:
S.

The _demonstration of fts existence should make us highly
wary of drawing, inferences across different levels of an-

alysis . . just because variables have a particular reJ
lationship at the school level, is not sufficient reason
to infer th'at the same relations hold at the class or
individual level. Before we can make inferences across
levels of analysis with any confidence, we must examine

. the aggregation 'relaaons and the potential manner In
shich they may artificially, confound relationships 1:letween

variables. (p. 31)

6

4

Crunfeld and Gril!ches,(1960), he aver, suggestthat aggregation in some

;

case may lead ito a gain.. And Hannan (1976) identified two special cases

in welch aggregaliot coaceivebly could lead to a gain: (1) aggregation

that minimizes variatiee in cenfoup4ing_yariables, and (2)- aggregation by

true scores.

Data fr m more recent studies of schoolingoeffects are difficult to .

intcrpret because data collected mostly at the individual student level .

0
re been analyzed at higher levels of aggregation. For example1 studelit

daua have beeh aggregated to the classroom level (e.g. Poynor, 1976; Soar,

19/3; Walberg, 1969), the Echool level (e.g., Coleman, et al., 1966

Eanuslivh, 1968), the school district level e.g. Kiesling, 1970;' Bidwell

I.

Kaf;arda, 1975), the-state level (Walberg & Rasher, 1974), and even the

national level (e.g., Bidwe 1, 1975; Comber.& Keeves, 1973; Thorndil(e, 1973

Select ng_Units of Analysis

A crucial decision-point In the conduct of educational research is



7- the selection of appropriate units of analysis. In making this selection

"it is essential to have a clear picture of the spectrum of possible

units, so that the choice based on the research problem may be a fruitful

one" (Galtung, 1967, p. 37). In schooling effects studies, the spectrur

,of interest ranges from the.individual student at the lowest level to

peihaps th- 'I:tuition at the highest. In between these levels we find col-

lectives (i.e. 'levels of aggregation) such as: small groups, classrooms,

grades., schools school districts, states, and regions. This section

reviews issues that are to 1) considered in the process of selecting

units ef'analysis that are the most appropriate given the purpose of t'ae

study 'and other cons aining factors. Following Haney's (1974) forMat,

major issues are eisc.issed under the fo r following headings: (1) pur-
),.

pose of the study, (2) Study design, (3) statistical considerations, and

(4) practical considerations.

Study Purpose C nsiderations

To a great extent, the specific questions .research seeks to answer

dictate how a particular study will be conducted. It follows that the

most baeic consideration in the selection of aounit of analysis shouidi

be the purposes for which the study was undertaken. And while this is

essencially trme,.it is also the case that "we cannot base,our selecti n

solely on the implications of the analysis questions" (Haney, 1976, p.

49). :The Ptermination of units of analysis, he says, is confounded with

other issues, such as,studyidesi n and data analysis issues, for example.

-Staies differ in respe.ct to the questions they attempt to answer



and'sometimes-questions may properly be answered only by analyzing

data at several different levels of aggregation. In the context of Pro-

ject Follow Through, the questions that were to be answered reflected

the need to analyze data at more than one level of aggregation. On the

other hand, the questions posed by Brophy and Evertson (1977) could be.
.

answered besi-if the unit of analysis was the individual student.

Study design, an issue overlapping with the purpose of the study,

is another consIderation yhen selecting a unit of analysis.. .According .

to Haney (1974), thi! three factors which give clues for.selecting units

of analysis are: (1) the units of.treatment (2) the .independence

.
treatment units, -nd .(3) the appropriate size for units.

Units/of treatment. As a.general rule, the unit of analysis should

be the lowest level pf Aggregation at which units can receive diffeteht

treatments or different replications of the same treatment (Cronbach,

.Glass & Stanley, 1970; Haney, 1974). At issue is hoW one de-

riincs -the_ "unit of _treatment.7 The sampling:unit may be of Some help

making such a determination (Burstein & Smith, 1977;,Cline et al.,

74; Cronbach, 1976). For example, if randomization was used as a d

f r controlling initial differences, the,units randomly assigned to

atment and c ntrol groups could be regarded as the unit of analysis
..

(laney, 1974). SoMetiMes, h'wever, it is necessary to distinguish the

sampling unit from the unit of treatment. Such a differentiation was

needed,in the Performance ContractinA Experiment (Ray, 1972).



In this study, districts were sampled sod 4at 'I usS ly two svhoti.

from each wss assigned to the treatment condition. In this instance the

district was the sampling unit, and the school was the unit of treatment and,

°hence, the apprbiniate unit of analysis.

Independence of treatment units. Another deSign consideration is

statistical independence as addressed by Glass-and Stanley (1970).

According to the principle of independence, thereshould be no way in

Nhich the treatment "applied to one unit should overlap pr affect ob7

servations owanother unit oftreatment.. If, for example, every student

in the class correctly answers a question only because he/she earlie

heard the teacher provide the answer to itwhen asked by student A,

these responses are not independent; they'are, in fact dependent on the

question asked by student A. Using simulated data, Glendening (1976)

demonstrated that failUre.to meet assumptions of statistical independence

of treatment when between-student analysis.was.performed could cause.
-

misleading results. In light pf her findings Glendening was forced to-

conclude:

When dealing with educational data, in almost all cases,
the group unit, Such as classrooms, should be the unit of
analysis. If, however, the data do happen to be independent
of each other, it is clearly advantageous to use the in-
dividual unit as the unit of analysis. (p. 46)

ion the other hand, Cronbaeh .(1976) argues that "analysis at the level of

is.likely to _have no justification in science _13r policy

studies unless the collective is in some real sense a carrier of an effect:.

-He ,also-indicates-that:"in educational research it does-seem reasonable



to think of classrooMs and schools and'distriets as having teal enough

effects! (p.

It may be asked if it is feasible to choose a unit of analysis on.

the basis of a test.for independence. In response, Glendening (197p) re-
.

plied: "As a general rule :c,f thumb a preliminary test of independence

should not be used to choose-a unit of analysis to test for treatment

_differences" (p,._48). The basis for choosing A unit of analysis should'

be the study design itself and careful observations to deterMine if the

design was adhered to.

Ausaskise size for units. A final design consideration with re-

gard to choosing a unit of analysis concerns the "apprópriate" size for

the analysts_unit. .Given a limited anount of experimental material the

probleM, which may not be solvable under actual research conditions, be-
.

com s one of deteruining the "unit size which will most reduce the variance

of the estimated,difference_between two treatments" Oaney,

Siatistical Considerations

A variety of statistical issues must'be considered in the process

.pi selecting a unit pf analysis.. Not surprisingly, these,considerations

arc related to the questiens the analysis is intended to Answer and its

design:. Haney (1974) has suggested three kinds of statistical con-

_siderations: (1) measurement reliability, (2) degrees of freedom, and

(3) nonequ-valence of.treatment groups. Issues and problems pertinent

to these topics are discussed in this section.



Liematzeitselia. In Seet ion II:of .this ,paper, the importance

of measurement-reliability was discusied-in respect to measures.of effects.

If the research principle is accurate, thcE, measures used to assess treatmettt

effects must be reliable. A number of factors.may affect the rellabi4ty

of measures; among them is the level of aggregation. It hap been generally

known that measurement reliability.incrtiases as scores dre aggregated to

higher levels. Haney indicates, however, that this is true when the re-
. .

liability coefficients are computed based on Shaycoft's (1962) model that

does not account for group characteristics. When an alternative model

proposed by Wiley (1970) was used to estimate the reliability of the same

data, quite different coefficients,were obtained. Haney's approach to

the problem is somewhat unique, and is used also in identifying components

of variance. He seggests that

if a particular.score has a relatively large component
of variance between claa.ses, then it makes sense.to
examine it'using the class as a unit-of-analysis.
Conyers ely, if there is little variance between classes ....
then it is less useful to perform a class level analysis. (p. 69)

De.arees of freedom. It is well known that as the-degrees of freedom

increase ihe precision of an estimate improves, and equally important

the "power". of the relevant statistical test increases. This understanding
oF

is an important statistical consideration in selecting a unit of analysis,

aS the degrees of freedom change from one level of analysis to another.

In this regard Emrick, Sorenion, and Stearns (1973) noted that

7aggregating pupil level, data tp.the classroOm level appears to

shift evaluation focus from the individual child and to reduce statistical



po pe,and precision b, decre ing observations" (p. A75). Smithi(1972),

in.conerast, employed the degrees of freedom argument te justify the Use_

of classroom level data instead of_the.individual student.data. "Had we

used the child as the unit of analysis we would have been seriously over-

eStimating the.number of degrees of freedom available" (p. 108).

Haney (1974) believes that since the degrees of freedom issue has

been used to argue for analysis at the lower and higher levels, this

"cannot help but raise doubt about its validity" (p. 71). In respect to

the issue of statistieal significance, Haney concludes:

The only time we ought to be concerned with degrees of

freedom argument as it relates to statistical signifi-

cance is when there are so few observations that we

cannot distinguish statistical significance betyeen

effects estimates which are of a magnitude such that

we would.otherwise oonsider them educationally signifi-

cant. (p. 72)

In respect to significance testing in nonexperimental si uations,

Haney concluded: "The degrees of freedom argument as a guide to the se-

lection of n unit-of-analysis is . at best a heuristic one" (p. 74).

Whcn experimental designs are employed in schooling effects studies, the

degrees of freedom argument should seriously be considered in deciding on

units of annlysis. This is the case because of known effects of units of

andipas on the "power" of statistical tests.

Nell:JEilac7jaaltlnilimmas.. Another statistical issue to

--he considered when deciding on units of analysis involves the method of

pdjusting for initial.group differences and, by implication, disattenuation
1



of the covariate. It may be remembered that Campbell and Erlebacher (1970)

argued that the magnitude of adjustment bias will depend in part on the

reliability of the,covariate. Since covariate reliabilty is known to be

affected by data aggregation, the relationship to the unit of analysis

selection decisions Vtcomes apparent. Cronbach (1976) has indicated

that "the unit of analysis can make a difference in the estimate of a

covariate7adjusted treatment mean, when persons or classes have not been

Assigned to treatments at random or.when the number of independent

assignments to treatment is small" (p. 1.3).

At issue is how the adjustments are to be made. Haney (1974) posits

that adjustment of posttest scores for pretest should be made at the

pupil level prior to any aggregation to higher levels of analysis if the

full effect of the adjustment is not to be lost" (p. 29). In an analysis

of Follow-Through data Alit Associates (Cline et al., 1974) adjusted for

the fallibility of the pretest covariate at the individual student level

only. They argued that classroom and school level data are much %ore

stabl " and not in need of correction. Cronbach (1976), in contrast,

holds the position that "group regressions may be just as fallible as

individual ones" and, given this proposition, argues that "class and

school analyses of covariance ought to be disattenuated when assignment

is not,random" (p. 1.8).

Practical Considerations

A'number of practical considerations must also be given attcntion in

Aelecting a unit_of analysis. Haney. (1974) assigned four issues to this

egory: issing data, (2) policy research. (3) length of



investigation, and (4) economy.

Missing data. In large scale studies it is likely that some data

will be missing; that students will have been absent in a particular data

gathering period. There is of cour e no way that partial data can be

used at the individual student level. With higher level units, partial

data can be used. Dyer, Linn, and Patton's (1969) study indicates, how-

ever, that missing data may cause serious problems in obtaining discre-

pancy measures, even though data were analyzed at the school level.

Policy research. The purpose of policy research is that of im-

proving policy rather than testing or improving theory. Given the above,

Haney advoCates the selection of a unit of analysis at a level 'at which

policy manipulable variables can best be,studied" (p. 93).
\

.

Length of-investigation, Evaluating 'an educational program over the

course of years further complicates i.lhc unit of analysis issue. "The pro-

blem is that life of a. classroom as a. natural unit in most Schools is only

Under such conditions, it would bea single year" (Haney, 1974, p. 82).

difficalt to use the classroom as the

alysis.

Economy. The final practica

(1974) indicates:

unit of imalysis in a multiyear an-

consideration is that of economy.

Tf a unit-of-zinal:ysis larger than the pupil is employed in an

evaluation study, It is possnle that a savings can he inade by

6auislini..only some of tLe auL-ilaits ultLia tiie desired units-

of-analysis. (pp. 83-84)

ey



In short, there is'no simple way to select appropriate units, of analysis.

Indeed, some criteria discussed above may suggest directions that are in

contradiction to one another. It is essential, therefore, that Ithe researcher

arrange these considerations in order of priority to optimize the selec-
,

tion of appropriate units of analysis.

Anal ses of Multilevel Data

In schooling effects studies it is not uncommon for researchers to

have collected data at different levels or to have collected data that

can be aggregated at different levels. This may represent an, opportunity

for researchers to analyze.the data at multiple levels of aggregation

(Burstein & Smith 1977; Haney, 1974). Three different type1s of multiple

level' analyses can be discerned: (1) parallel analyses across levels of

aggregation (Haney, 1976; Maw, 1976) (2) contextual analyses (Barton,

1970; Bowers, 1968), and (3) multilevel analyses (Burstein& Linn, 1976;

Cronbach, 1976; Cronbach & Webb 1975; Erlebacher, 1977; Keesling &

Wiley, 1974).

Parallel 'Analyses

Multilevel data can be analyzed for each level of Tregation in

such a way that only variables from the same level of aggregation enter

into the analysis. When this type of-single-level analysis.ia repeated

at more than one level of.aggregation, it is referred to as "parallel

an4ysis." In the 1971-72 evaluation of Project Followt Through, Abt

Associates eriployed single-level analyses at the student, class, and



school levels; that is, they"employed,a parallel analysis strategy for

data analysis. It is claimed that one advantage of parallel analysis is

that it allows the researcher to study the consistency of results across

levels of aggregation.

Contextual Analyses

A mixture of variables which represent a unit and those which re-

present the characteristics of its supra-unit can be used in an analysis,

called contextual or compositional analysis, to study the.effects of the

supra-unit. For example a mixture of student-level and school-aevel

aggregqes of student variables can be found in many schooling effects

stUdies (e.g., Bowers, 1968; Coleman,et al., 1966; Farkas, 1974). Coleman

et al. (1966) found that certain contextual variables_pertaining to

characteristics of the stndent body explained additional variance in

individual student achievement above and beyond that explained by ihe

same characteristics at the individual level. Coleman and his associates

argued that the academic climate of the school (i.e., contextual variables)

has a direct infloence on student performance.

Hauser (1970) opposed this kind of contextual interpretation and

called it a contextual fall cy: "A not very-distant cousin of the ag-
o

gregative or ecological fallacy . ., since both involve misinterpre-

tation of the between group or ecological correlations" (p. 69). In

the same article, he demonstrated a contrived contextuareffect, namely,

that educational aspiration of students rises as the proportion of males

-111 a bigh-s hool-student body-increasesne-then demolished the



for a contextual effect by reinterpreting the global sex ratio vari-

able as a proxy for such variables as IQ and SES: The groups with

high male-to-female ratios also were higher in the proportimi of

students with IQs and high SFS.

Hauser's point is essentially concerned with "specification error."

He noted:

In a purely logical sense this objection can. never .

be met because there are always "other" variables.
From a practical standpolnt, the objection means
that one should be prepared to argue that his theory
or relations among tndividual attributes is complete

and correct, or at least defensible in relation to
some explicit criterion, before speculating about

residual group differences (p. 660).

_Smith ,(1972), in a .related study, included more background control

variables in his reanalysis of the Coleman data and found no evidence

"that characteristics of the student body have a strong independent in-

fluence on the verbal achievement of individual studerts" (p, 280). The

results of Smith's reanalysis support Hauser's viewpoints.

Haney (1974) seems to be more cautious in dismissing the contextual

effects. He notes, "Contextual effeCts may disappear when initial dif-

ferences a-e fully controlled. Nevertheless, in_a causal sense it is.

almost surely true that contextual effects are sometimes real" (7. 44)

He continuel;:

The .obvious solution to this causal uncertainty is
more powerful research designs than the non-experi-
mental cross-sectional sort of design used in
Project Follow Through or the Coleman_study.
Contextual analysis-in non-experimental studies -

must he viewed with healthy skepticism. 45)

_ 75

, . . . . ,

. . .
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The parallel analysis discussed earlier actually consists of two or

more sUigle-level analyses (e.g., between-student analysis, between-class

analysis) with variables from a single level of aggregation involved.

In the contextual analysis, variables from two or more different levels

of aggregation are entered in a single analysis. Multilevel analyses are

defined herd as requiring analyses in at least two stages for at least

two levels of units (Burstein& Linn 1976). A few recently proposed mo-

dels are reviewed below.

ilssrsv:jm,2._22,21ed wifhizzi222_4112112a. Cronbach (1976) argues

that overall between-student analyses are weighted averages of between-

class and pooled within-class analyses and are rarely advisable in educa-

tional contexts. He. notes that when,heterogeneous within-class slopes

that may reflect the teacher or treatment effects are present, the es-

timates based on the pooled within- lass regression line probably are'

biased. Cronbach suggests the analysis of data at the classroom level

bctween-class analysis) and on the deviation from the class mean

(i.e., within-class analysis). A p oled within group analysis on the de-

viation scores from mean is.a feature of Cronbach's model, which dis-

tinguisteb it from a parallel analysis.

Using this model, Cronbach and Webb (1975) reanalyzed Anderson's (1941)

study, hich r ported finding an interaction of "drill vs. meaningful

methods of arithmetic
instruction" with student ability and achievement.

--in -.1r-reanalysis to
separate-batweenTclass_and withIn-class components of



the outcome on an aptitude regression, the Aptitude x Treatment inter-

"It

action(ATI) fisndings disappeared. Cronbach and 1;ebb also applied the model

vo the Cooperative Reading Data (Bond & Dykrtra, 1967)-because Of many

reported instances of ATI. Again they found that conventional kinds of

analyses (i.e

within-class

interactions

., between students analyses) cogbine between-class and

effects in the sample and that some Aptitude x Treqtment

disappeared. when.the effects were analyzed separately.

Using the same hodology, Rbkow, Airasian, and Madaus (1978) re-
d

analyzed data from American schools that had participated in the Inter-

national Study of Achievement in Mathematics (Husen, 1967). Rakow et al.

divided the within-school variation into two components one asso-

ciated with digeronces between mathematiOs teachers and the other with

individual student differences. They found that "from thirty to forty

percent of the within-school variation traditionally classified as in-

dividual studedt variance _is associated with between-teacher peripr-

mance differences within schools" (p. 19). These findings tend to sup-

port the further use of such types of analyses.

Regression analysis for hierarchical data. Keesling and Wiley 1974)

argued that school-/evel indicas, such as average daily attendance,

.9ot

- and

fonvey ihdependent information for each student within the school

thus should not be included in:between-student analyses. 'At the

.

same time; they indicated that the student-level data should be fitted

zt the level of the student within the school. The Keesling-Wiley an-

I-M-A-pcidied-within-school regression-of-outcomes



on individual characteristics, (2) aggregatton of predicted student, outcomes

over all studenfs w1thina school,'and (3) a between-school regression of

school_ mean outcomes on.school characteristicssnd school mean predicted

outcomes
6

Applyfng.thie method to the data from the Coleman Study, Keesling

and Wiley showed that the esti at'ion of the school input,effects could

be improved.

0,naiyses of slopes and intercepts. Burstein and Linn (1977) ob-
.

served that "the variat4n or_8j (specific within7elass plope for class

j) would becoMe a potent source of information to researchers and policy-
_

_ .

make ,,'especially when such informatiOn is combinU with the adjusted

class efects" (p. 8). Thei,r analytieal.strategy includes the estimation

of specific-within-clastibelopes and Letween-class reiressions of cllss meäi

amt clasS slopes on teaeh-er characteristics.

Using simulated,data, Burstein and Linn studied the analy ical con-

scqu, 'Lls of hete ogencrms, within-class regressions using different'mo-

Is, including their own, in .%dusation effects studies. A main conclusion

:as that neither student-level nor class-level analysis yielded correct

t1luateS 6 eat:her/class elfects wh n there were systematic differences

',7ithin-clA3 s slopes that were d termined by teacher quality.

ong tili a ultilt.vi ,analysis models studied were Cronbach b.?twecn-

e:

ClasS ithin-elass analvis (Cronbach & Webb, 1975), the keesling7Wiley

7ana1ys-is (Keesling & 4.1ey, 1974), and a slope-intercept analysi (Bdrstein
.

1976; Burstein & Linn, 076). These models yklded misleading estimaies



of the magnitude of teacher effects on mean class outcome; that is all

models tended to overestimate the direct effects of teacher quality when

the "better" teachers had steep slopes, and tended to underestimate those

effects when the 'better" teachers had flat slopes. In addition, the

Keesling-Wiley method showed an indication of bias in estimating tea-

cher.effects on .mean class outcomes.. All these results seem to justify

Cronbach's (1976) caution about the possibility of developing a universally

successful strategy.

At the conclusion of his review.of the unit of analysis issue, hane

(1974) made the following recommendations:

First, investiga ors ought to have a strong bias for
studying various properties of the educational system
at the level at which they occur.

Second, variation in attributes of interest ought to

be studied at those levels (or between those units)
at which it does (or is expect.d to) occur. (p. 9)

Haney also advised researchers .to make precise statements of the hypotheses

t, be tested (in terms of mathematical models iftpossible) and to begin

with strictly parallel analyses, if a researchex, wants _to eonduci. parallel

analyses at different levels. Haney f rther urged researchers to treat

rlasses and schools as units rather than as aggregates.

Summary

lt may be said that there-are two contrastin schools of .thought

relative to the. units-of analysis,issue. -One group of researehers'holds

ehe opinion that in F:chooling.effects_studieSthe_appropriate.unit.of_ ,

-



,at

analysis is the individual student. This position is rationalized be-

cause actual learning occurs at the individual level. Another group

argues that since educational treatments are normally administered'at

the system level, the collective (e.g., classrooms, schools, etc.) is

the most appropriate unit of analysis.

A recently emerged position, held by a thi d group of researchers,
_

sugge1ts that, since student achievement can be influenced by factons

existing at different levels of the educational system, data from

schooling effects studies should be analyzed at multiple levels. The

following three strategies for analyzing multilevel data were reviewed:

(1) pa allel analys s, (2) contextual analyses, and (3) multilevel

analyses. An examination of these newly proposed techniques for the

multilevel analyses revca ed that they did not preivide completely satis-

factory results. Clearly, more research and developmenl in this metho-

dological area are required.



V. METHODOLOGICAi TRENDS .0D-1TiIg-ImPLI IONS_

FOR RESEARCH.PN SCHOOLING EincTs

In the process of exami-ling research methodologies pertinent to

studies of schooling effects, the authors noted that observations made

by'Dershimer and Iannaccone (19:3), who earlier had examined social and

political influences on educational research overlapped with their own

perceptions of trends,in research methodology.

4

A review of that literature ppints out that few scientific

researchers, if any, select eheir problems at random. They

are influebced by several factors, such as the "excitempnt

of the chase," current scientific paradigms'and theories,

chance observations the scientis,ts happen to have made, the

dramatic na,.ure of some phemonena, and the intellectuival

stimulation derived from work on complex tasks. Researchers

are influenced by what their colleagues find important and

vital; they respond to society's opinion of their work. -They

are sensitive to the interests of granting agencies or persons,

and they are influenced by their institutions'iEupport and

provisions available for certain research taski:

(Dershimer Iannaccone, 1973, p. 113)

From-the authors' point of view, the single most important influence

ou trends in educational research methodology was, quite simply, fed&ral

dollars; it was not, ho ever, the only influence. During the 1960s, eventa

occurred that were to influence Significantly the shape of Americi education

and, to some extent, the methodologies used by educatlional researchers.

It would not now be in error to say, as does,Mehan (1978), that "_the

niost prevalent view in this country is that-differences in scho1a5tJc and

economic success are primarily

tiian genetic-endovmen.CL..(p.-33).----Cqnsequent:ly .

esult of enVironmental influence rather

of 'us to comprehend why this view was not also prevalent In the very



early l960s, For example, Deutsek(1964) in a review of,pitpers presented

at a conference in the early 1960s on preschool enric nt obServed:

The overall impact of tiliese papers and of their examination

of the literature is tg negate-any concept of fixed intelli-

gence. [emphasis addedrand to foster the belief that the

human organisw is highly mallpable, particularly during its

early years. (p. 208)

It probably was HunCs (1964) book on Intelligence and Experience hat..

first gave a measure of credence to this notion and in turn to the early

intervention movement funded initially by private foundations such as

Ford and. Carnegie.

The fact that pupils in compensatory education pro rams made cog-

nitive gains in excess of what Was expected eventually got the attention

of Congress. In the mid 1960s, Congress passeci,the Elementaryand

Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and in so doing brought to life first

Headstart and later Follow Through, In its wisdom, Congress not only

demanded. ,
that schools should be held accountable for the manner in which

they spent monies, but also for the impact the school-programs had on

students:. Pursuant to its accountability concern, Congress authorized

a series of natlonwide studies of programs funded by the.federal government.

The passing of ESEA legislation and the commissioning of a series of

larg -scale nationwide studies to assess the schooling effects of federally

supported.programs had a direct and irrepressible influence on educatiOnal

research.

There was, however, one other important -46ClOpolitical event t.4at, in

retrospect, influenced great y research methodologies in the study, of



schooling effects... In 1964 the Civil Rights Act:waa-pasaed and Congress

commissioned James Coleman (Coleman et al., 1966) to document the sus-

pected race-specific differences in the quality of public education (Shea

1976).

In their attempt to respond io Congressional eharge0 to study and

eValuate the nation's schools-and special programs, behavioral and

soaia1 'scientists cim;, to realize that they lacked the methodological'

tools to Carry out apprOpriately this important social task. This real-

ization and the need to do something about it gave impetus to the use

and refinement of methodologies seldom used for educational research and

to the development,of newer ones.'

The following sections describe methodological trends in researci on

schooling effects, as perceived by the authors in four topical area .

(1) study approaches, (2) independent variables (3) indicatcrrs of effect

and (4) analysis of data. The implications of these trends for the con-

duct of future studies are also considered.

Trends in Stu LApproaches

Rosenshine and Furst :(1973) introduced "a fairly complete paradigm

"for stodying.teaching" (p.. 122), which corresponds fairly closely to the

-study approach dimension as presented in Figure 1 of this document. Their_

paradigm, which serves as a.means of .focusing.the follow4ng diseussion.of

trendsv contains .at least these elements;

development of procedures for describin
in a quantitative manner;

teaching



a

2. correlational .studies in'which'the descriptive

variables are related to measures of.student growth;

3. experimental studies in which the'siguificant

vaxiablea obtained in the correlational studies

are tested in a more controlled_ situatien. (p.-.122)
a

Prior to the 1!.60s, study approlches to research on schooling effects

could be characterized as being almost ,--xclusively limited in scope and

oriented toward the comparison of two or more experimental units; that is,

schooling effects research was essentially devoted to model building and

othesis (null hypothesis) testing (Crolach, 1975). During thie period,
-

true and quasi-experimental designo that were essentially univariate in

cnaracter were used extensively in investigations (Campbell & Stanley,

1963). in terms of ReSenshine and Furst s (1973) descriptive-correlational-

experimental loop, this period . is, demarcated by the"experimental" element.

The experimental approach to research on schooling effects continues

and without doubt, has been employed frequent.1- ,,incc, the beginnings of

the 1960s. For example, a federal edict to ESEA Title I directors makIng

them accountable for evaluating their programs actually led to an increase

In tle use of experimental type di..-igns. However, most of the reports

4ubmitte4 were judged to be of inferior uality and as a result huve con-

tributed little to the schooling efiects knowledge base. On.the-othc.r

hand, the work by Horst, Tallmadge, and Wood (1915) has improved meth-

odology in tkis area. Of late, all levels of government are attempting

to staidardi e within _relatively narrow limits, the experimental pr

_

-cedures that may be used in-evaluating Title ITrograms-(Tallmad

-.Hors-t, 1975).
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In the 1960s, the convergence of high-speed electronic daLar-,,recesstl

equipment, advanced multivariate statistical software, and, perhaps,

"too rapid iacrease of federal support for research on education" (Howe,

1976, p. 46) led to_a series of relatively large-scale, nonexperimental,

multivariate studies. Some of these studies were inItiated in response

to the Congressional request for nationwide studies of federally fsnded

educational programs. Among them were a series of studies on Follow ,

'through (e.g., Soar, 1973; Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974). Other studies .

initiatgd in response to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 included the study

by Coleman et al. (1966) and its reanalyses by Jencks et al. (1972 ) and

by Aayeske et al. (1969).

In addition it ia important to note that interest in such studies

Percolated down to state educational agencies; nach as, Cnlifornia, which

authorized in conjunction with the National Institute of Education,

several re atively large-scale nonexperimental studies as well (e.g.,

:1cOonala & Elias, 1976; Tikunoff, Berliner, & Rist, 1975). Other studies

_initiated at the state level include thoee of-Brophy and Evertson (1975)

and Soar and Soa (1973).

The large-scale nonexperimental (or correlational) approach to

ischooling effects has had . 1 vrrecedntd effect on research methodology.

.The old adage suggesting that "necessity is-the mother of invention" could

never have been more true than during tecent years. In attempting to

answer pressing questions about schooling nenexperimental study.



approaches have come of age. But since it is the expressed purpose of

such studies to generate hypotheses for subsequent testing under x-

perimental conditions,
one may ask if large-scale experimental studies

are far behind%

What about the descriptive element of the Rosenshine and nikst.

garadigm? Some interesting
developmeet,. appear to be in the making.

The Tikunoff et,al. (1975) ethnographic study of a sample of teachers

in the Beginning Teacher Evaluation revealed, for

example:

that the methodology derived from sociology and anthropology . .

is promising for future research in teaching, particularly in

identifying those classrooms-where more effective teaching seems

to be occurring. (p. 19)

Mehan (1978).in a discussion of nonexperimental methodology suggests that,

"because it can address these problems constitutive ethnography provides

a rkgorous methodological alternative to large-scale surveys as a means

oliding educational reform" (p 62).

It would-Appear tiien that all three of the elements in tle Rosen-

shine.aud Furst (7973) paradigm are actively employed and will become

increasingly important.

T ndS in StudvinE indezend_ent Variables

One of the earliest large-scale input-output studies of schooling

effects Coleman et al., 1960 almost exclusively incl ded independent

variables far re oved from classroom events (e.gf., fam ly background,

age of school building, etc.). The major finding of ihe Coleman Report



waa.that family background was 4 more important "determinant" of=Stud'ent

achievement than such inputs as the quality of sFhooling. In effect, per

Moil expenditures and 3(.11001 facilities wed found to have little re-

lationship to stadent achievement ( Shea, 1976). In a study using simb-

lated data modeled after the Coleman study Cnayiske et

Project Talent (Flanagan et al 1964; Jencks & B oWn

McGinn (1975) indicated that their reaultai

al., 1969) and

1975) Luecke and

suggest that studies which find little or no-relationship between

educational inputs and achievement may be highly nis1eglding. Our

.findings suggest that the combination of data and statistical

technique [emphasis added] most often used ia unlikely to reveal

such relationships even when they exist. (p. 34)

They also observed that "researchers who conceive of education mejhania-

tically, and .use research designs Ithich ignore the actions of 1ndividuah s

in schools will find results which confirm their assumptions" (p. 348).

. _

tuecke aad McGinn argued for a different category of input7type variahlet:

in schooling effects stuJics;

For us, advancement will come through am improved understanding-of

.
what actually takes place in schools and classrooms. Studies usint;

educational production functions must atgend more to variables

pertinent to the educational production process, and less to exoge-

nous factors like family background. . .. this Strategy may make"

it possible to discern the kinds of inputs that. can make schools

more effective institutions. We need to look more closely at what

teachers, principals and superintendent do as they assign resources'

to students, teachers and schools, and o.pay more attention to the

direct effects of their actions. Perha s research will theil be more

usefel to those decision makers. (p. 3

The Coleman hepo t and its offshoots ( encks et al., 1972, :1ayeske

-et al., .1969, Mosteller & L..ynihan, 1972) also ."te.4ied to minimize" tlie
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role of the teacher in ace unting for educational outconOs (Berliner,

1976). This finding stimulated a host of large-scale classroom process

studies or process-product research (e.g., Brophy & Evertson, 1974;

NeporvIld & Elias 1976; Soar, 1973; St'allings & Kaskowitz, 1974; Tiknnoff

et al., 1975).

Brunswik (1956) presented a classification schema in which psycho-
/

ogical variables were classified according to their remoteness from the

central processes of the behaving organism. This schema is useful in

understanding trends in selecting independent variables for schooling.

effects studies. 3runsw'.k use.! the terms "central," "proximal ' and

"distal" to distinguish three broad regions o.f. reference; "central" here

refe to events within the organism, 'proximal' refers tO evenit3

illerface betwee) tho organism and tho onvilonme t, and "distal" suggests

events with which the organism is not in dirvet contact, or over which t:Ic

organis does- nut exercise immediate control (Snow, 1968).

1%4ing this schema, trends in the selection of independent variables

for 1.11-ge-scale studies appear to be moving from iistal (e.g., C leman

et al, 1966) to essentially proximal-central variables (e.g., Brophy

Evertson, .1974; Soar, 1971; Tiwioff, Berliner, 01 hist 1975). The

Stilings and t;;Isl:owitz (1973) and the Acrlonald and Ellas (1975) studie .

ixamined variables all three regions (i.e. ,
distal,"proximal, and central

variables).

-From the perspective of the authors, it would appear ...zhat scl oline

ftects studies re Q.ore and roreusing ptc4atal..--central-var1ab1es, but not

e expense o 0-lstal ones. Within the central region,



there is some indication of, a shift ,toward a more detailed examination of

the Student behavior (McDonald & Elias, 1976; Tikunoff et al. 1975).

In this latter respect; ethnoiraphic techniques such as those used in the'

Tikunoff e4 al. (1975) study ruiy prove quite useful.

-Trtnds in indicators of Effects

Since the 1960s, an increased use of all types ef indicators of

schooling effects is evident. Status attainment or outeme data were

collected and analyzed for the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966),

for the National Ass ssment of Educational Progress (NAEP 1974), and in

a host of statewide assessment programs (e.g. Pennsylvania Department of

Education, 1973). The continued use of status attainment data is expected,

and Its use should even increase as schools begin to establish minimum

c mpetency levels as the basis for granting certain di lomas.

Most large-scale short-term schooling effects studies employed some

fori of difference scores for analysis. For example 'unaidjusted ehange,

or "gain" scores were used in tle McDonald and Elias (1976) study, and

residual scores were us d in studies by Soar (1973) and Stallings and
.-

KaSkowitz (1974).

Educational practitioners interested in determining the relation--

Ships between educational improvement efforts and short-term student
_

achievement will find the residual score to be of use where initial

:tudent differenceS cannot be controlled.
_



' Trends in Data Analysis

Wich, the advent of modern electronic data processing systems and

the dipplopment of increasingly sophisticated statistical software

packages, there has been a clear tendency to employ multivariate analy-

ses (Cooley, 1965; Tatsuoka, 1973). At the same time, with the reali-

zation that tl* relationship between certain classroom process v.ariables

and oUtcome variables may be nonlinear, Oere has been.an increase in

the examination of both linear and nonlinear bivariate relations or

regressions ( g., Brophy & Evertson, 1974; Soar, 1973).

Another important tAend in schooling_effects studies is the in-

creasing tendency to analyze data at the individual student level.

haps, lore important is the trend to employ multilevel analyses (e.g.,

Burstein, (176; Crenbach & Webb, 1975),

The search for differentiated effects or interactions across dif

erent students, teacners, schools, and or programs is on the upsving

(e.g., Brophy, 1977; Cronbach & Snow, 1977; 5',orar & Soar, 1976) .How-
.

ever n spite of more than a decade of research, there still are no

consistent findings resulting ..rom aptitude-treatment interaction

studies (Cronbach, 1975). This seems to imply that further researel
.10

is needed in the areas oi higher-order interactions and/or difterev-

tiated nonlinear relationships. Another impliCation is that researchert:,

need 0 conceptualize schemas by which the findings across studies

'CAn-be- synthesized (e;g.-, nedl y-,-1977) and areas that-require-further

inve t:gatiun identified.

Another Important new trend is h sizing the findings



.
across studies using meta AnalYsis techniques (e.g., Gage, 1976b; Glass,

1976) so as to arrive at aa overall index of, for example, program

effectiveness. Neta analysis and the conceptual schema mentioned

above represent extremely important methedological developments

for researdhers in their attempts to build comprehensive knowledge bases

'and construct new theories.

Summary

Prior to the 1960s, educational research on schooling effects could

be characterized generally as limited in scope, devoted to Model building

and hypothesis testing (Cronbach, 1975), rarely including formal observe-

tions of the behavior of teachers when they taught or of.pupils when

they learned (qedley_& Mitzel, 1963), univariate in approach <Kerlinger

& Pedhazur, 1973), and dedicated to the quest for.nomotheti. theofy

(Cronbach, 1975). In short, it waS an era during which the predoniaant

methodological approach to the study of schooling effects was the small-

scale nonprocess-oriented, essentially univariate experiment concerned

with the discovery of universally applicable laws.

The 1960s represented a turning point in research on schooling

effects. Spurre0 on particularly bY the ColemAn, Report (Coleman et al;

1966) and by Congressional authorization to study.Head Start and.Follow.

Through on a natiOnwide basis, educational researchers reexamined closely



their research methodologies. Since the late 1960s, the research on

schooling effects receiving the most attention has been large-scale,
4 . -

multiregional (i.e. diseal -proximal-central), iultivariste, and non-

experimental in focus. During this period, the unit of analysis has

shifted from the school distriet to the classroom and individual student

level, and, more importantly, to multilevel units.

This statement of trends should not be taken to imply that method-

_
ologies used to study schooling effects prior to the 1960s are no longer

being employed; indeed, almost without exception, they exist side by side

with current methodological innovations. On the whole, the authors were
-

hard pressed to find examples in which established research methodologies

were totally .discarded in lieu of "innovative" procedures. Nor were

many "new" methodologies discerned. However, meth000logies have changed;

they.have become more refined. Shulman's (1970) observations are relevant!

The present era is,one of'significant methodological progress.in

tile behavioral sciences and education. The development of new

techniques, especially in the multivariate domain, proceeds ,at a.

.rate which dazzles the nonspecialist, even though in the eyes of

the educational statistician, most of the "new developments" are

merely variations on a few major themes. (p. 390)

Whether these methodological trends are regarded as a methodological

advancement or 'as mere variations of existing methods depends 'upon one's

point of view. Methodological trends, regardless of whether they are

methodological advancements or refinements, seem to provide educational

researeherS With better perspectives ein,educational-developmept,
. _
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